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weather
Partly cloudy today. High
in the low 70s. Increasing
cloudiness tonight. Low
in the mid 40s.
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GTE of Ohio takes toll on University students
by Erin Esmont
reporter
On-campus students discovered this
year that they are no longer enjoying
service-free billing numbers from the
General Telephone Company of Ohio.
Many students who were used to
service-free billing numbers said they
were surprised and angered by the
change.

"I was very angry, and I felt like I
was being cheated, Mindy Socoloff,
a sophmore LBD/elementary major,
said. "I thought the amount was high
and the phone company didn't give
any advance warning or reason for
the increase."
Gary Pala, a sophomore journalism
major, did not get a billing number
because of the expense.
"Now I call third person and send

money home to my parents," he said.
According to Raymond Boyle, customer service manager for GTE in
Bowling Green, the $12 service charge
was added to "charge the customer
for what he costs us.

The sudden charge caused some
students to drop the service entirely
while other students decided to economize by sharing a billing number.
"It upsets me, but what can I do
about it?" Wendy Cox, a sophomore
speech pathology and audiology ma"THE CURRENT trend of the tele- jor said. "So, my roommate and I
phone industry has been to identify decided to share one."
the cost-causer and make him pay for
Pat Terrill, a junior communicathe service," he said.
tions major, said she believes that the

NEWS
Pullom sentenced

BG 'Sews photo/Jerry Cattaneo
A grass fire broke out yesterday afternoon on Greenburg Road in Portage Township, five miles out of Bowling Green.
The Portage fire department answered the call which apparently started when someone threw a cigarette off the
Greenburg Road bridge.

IRA kills policemen
in terrorist bombing
BELFAST, Northern Ireland (AP)
Three policemen, lured to a lonely
road by the IRA, were killed Wednesday by one of the biggest terrorist
bombs in Northern Ireland's history.
A sergeant and two constables of
the mostly Protestant Royal Ulster
Constabulary died when the bomb,
detonated by remote control, blew
apart their patrol car on a rural road
near Lurgan, 30 miles south of Belfast, police said.
The blast left a crater 60 feet wide
and 40 feet deep and blew the armorplated car into a field 30 yards away,
police said. The bodies of the three
officers had to be cut from the wreckage by firemen.
The Irish Republican Army, the
mostly Roman Catholic nationalist
guerrillas fighting to end British rule
in the province, claimed responsibil-

"ANYTIME YOU have a large
number of the population concentrated in one area of the community,
there is bound to be an impact," be
said.
He added that while the service
charge was an initial shock, "students
are coming back in to pick up the
service."
"There has been a marked desee GTE page 3

Drug poisoners need
emotional guidance

in the
Charles Pullom. 22. was sentenced to six
months In the Toledo House of Correction and lined S5O0 plus court costs in
Wood County Common Pleas Court.
Thursday. Oct. 21.
Presiding Judge Robert Franklin also
sentenced Pullom to five years probation. Betty Montgomery, county prosecuting attorney, said Wednesday
Pullom. who was first charged
through the Bowling Green Municipal
Court April 19. 1982 with sexual battery in
an incident that allegedly occurred April
18. 1982 against a University coed, was
bound over to the grand jury by Judge
Bauhman April 26. 1982. He was Indicted
May 6, 1982 and his entered plea of
guilty to the charge of gross sexual
imposition was accepted Aug. 30, 1982.
"Before sentencing, he admitted he
had had prior mental problems and had
spent a week In Tiffin Menial Hospital
a few years ago." Montgomery said. "He
admitted he had done wrong."
Montgomery said she was glad that
Pullom revealed his past mental history,
so the public would know the victim was
not the guilty person
If Pullom "screws up" during his
sentence time, Montgomery said, he will
have to serve the sentence the Judge
suspended. This sentence is 18 months to
5 years at the Ohio Reformatory in
Mansfield plus cost of prosecution,
she said.

charge is unfair to customers.
"Twelve dollars is a lot to pay for a
service that you are used to getting
for free," she said. "As a result, I am
sharing a billing number with my
boyfriend."
Boyle said students make up less
than half of GTE's customers, but
when combined with faculty and staff
members, the University has a large
impact on the business community.

ity in a telephone call to the British
Broadcasting Corp.
The ambush came hours after a
bishop told mourners at the Belfast
funeral of a Catholic kidnap victim
that a "madly careering engine of
terror" was raging out of control in
the British province.
POICE ESTIMATED that 1,000
pounds of explosives had been planted
under the Lurgan road near a traffic
circle.
"The bomb must have been a massive one, certainly one of the largest
ever used in the province," said a
police spokesman.
Police said the trap was laid with a
telephone call.
"A call was placed to Lurgan police
station that there had been an armed
see BELFAST page 6

BOSTON (AP) - The copycat criminals who poison medicine bottles may
be emotionally immature people, desperate for a leader, who finally have
an excuse to carry out their long-held
grudges, psychiatrists say.
Since seven people died in the Chicago area from cyanide-filled Tylenol
capsules, sabotaged medicines - and
lately food - have appeared in stores
across the United States.
Psychiatrists speculate that this
bizarre series is the work of people
who are unduly susceptible to the
power of suggestion.
"People who have difficulty running their own lives - people who have
relatively weak ego structures, to put
it technically - will rely upon others to
tell them what to do and what to be,"
says Dr. Richard Galdston of Harvard Medical School.
These are people who long for their
childhood days when they always had
someone to tell them how to act, he
says. "It is, in that sense, a re-enactment of a childhood tradition."
Why copy a killing? Maybe they
have longed to murder.
MANY PEOPLE scheme and
dream about doing in an enemy, but
they never come close to actual vio-

lence. But the copycat criminals have
poor control of the urges that society
forbids.
"Individuals who have a marginal
adaptation of their aggressive impulses, assuming that they haven't
killed anybody but have an inclination
to, respond to the suggestive stimuli
of the notoriety and infamy that surrounds the Tylenol case, Galdston
says.
Dr. Thomas Gutheil, director of the
Program in Psychiatry and the Law
at the Massachusetts Mental Health
Center, said people may tussle for
years with a yen to do something
violent. Then they see somebody else
doit.
"When certain phenomena happen," he said, "individuals who are
struggling inside with impulses act as
though one side of the struggle has
been given the go-ahead and may
act."
However, drawing a profile of the
person capable of spiking a medicine
bottle is difficult.
"IF PEOPLE are poised by certain
inner forces that are accumulating, a
wide range of different personality
types could have this potential," says
see POISON page 6

Sexual harassment occurs here
by Scott Carpenter
staff reporter

Sexual harassment has been the
subject of many news articles and the
topic of such harassment involving
student and teacher relationships has
brought exceptional interest to the
subject. The rock group "The Police"
even had a hit single, •'Don't Stand So
Close To Me," that addressed the
problem.
A policy adopted by the University
Faculty Senate defines sexual harassment as unwelcome sexual advances, requests for sexual favors,
and other verbal or physical conduct
of a sexual nature. This policy was
approved by the Board of Trustees in
October of 1981.
Sue West, of the Wellness Center
(The Well) in the University Health
Center, said sexual harassment is a
big problem in numbers and in
weight.
"Some of the problems come from

the myths that the woman may have
provoked the man," she said. "She
may be accused of wearing her blouse
too low or her jeans too tight. This
often puts the burden on tier and
leaves her feeling guilty."
WEST CITED an example of a
woman who sought her advice. The
student was cornered and kissed
against her will by her professor,
West said. The same professor apSroached this woman again, in a
all way, and openly made physical
advances toward her. West said that
although the woman filed a complaint
with Affirmative Action, she did not
have the courage to pursue the matter
further until a year later.
"One of the problems is that in a
core program, especially in a graduate program where teachers are
limited and often teach several
courses, a student may have the professor several times before graduation."

In another case, a woman, who has
asked for anonymity, was confronted
by her professor in the beginning of
the first quarter of her junior year.
"I added the class late, and had to
see the professor," she said, "We
talked for about 45 minutes and he
seemed interested in me as a person.
He said he found me fascinating."
"WE HAD TO SET up an appointment with him later in the quarter
concerning a term paper," she said.
"At the appointment he seemed
overly friendly."
The woman said she did not realize
at the time that the teacher was
interested in her sexually, and that
she thought he was "just a friendly
person."
"He called me one day and said to
come over to his office - that he had to
talk with me about something, so I
went," she said. "At his office he said
that he was attracted to me sexually
and wanted to know if I'd spend some

time with him some evening."
Taken by surprise with his remarks, the woman told him that she
was not interested.
"He apologized for offending me,"
she said. "But still, I didn't feel I
could go to class for the next couple of
times.
"After I had missed a couple of
classes, he called and asked why I
wasn't in class and invited me to have
lunch with him to talk." She declined
his invitation but returned to class.
AT THE NEXT class meeting she
found that the problem was not yet
over.
"He announced at the end of class,
in front of everyone, that he wanted to
see me in his office," 3he said. "I told
him he was pushing it."
She said she did not want to formally complain to the head of the
department because her major required her to take other classes within
see HARRASSMENT page 6

Power
Easy system makes energy
Editor's note: This is the first in a
two-part series dealing with the
Davis-Bessr Nuclear Power Station in
Oak Harbor. Tomorrow's story will
deal with the controversy ot saftey
precautions at the statioo.

BG Mews pnoto/Ron Hagler
Tho Imposing cooling fewer and containment building of me Davit-Bats* Nuclear Power Plonl an
symbolic of Iho awesome power which 1$ turned oul by tho plant.

Lake Erie becoming a dead' lake?
The cooling tower is actually a concession to the environment, because
we didn't want that to happen," Roger
Buehrer, operations supervisor for
Toledo Edison, said. "It doesn't have
anything to do with the nuclear part of
by Nancy Beach
theplant."
copy editor
The containment building, situated
behind the cooling tower and surThis week celebrates the 25th anni- rounded by the other sections of the
versary of nuclear power. There has plant, is a cylindrical structure 240
been controversy over the use of this feet high. It has concrete walls threepower, but few people understand the feet thick and a stainless steel inner
way nuclear power plants operate.
containment structure that surrounds
Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Sta- the nuclear core. The core itself is
tion, located in Oak Harbor and run contained in a steel pressure vessel
by Toledo Edison, provides both the that is nine-inches thick. The uranium
Cleveland and Toledo areas with elec- is arranged in this core.
tricity for home use.
There are two kinds of nuclear fuel
The plant itself has several sections used at Davis-Besse - uranium 235
- the containment building, which and unranium 238. Uranium 235 is
houses the radioactive fuel; the tur- what is termed the "fissionable" elbine room, which produces the elec- ement - it is less stable, and therefore
tricity; and an auxiliary building next it is more likely the atoms will split.
to the containment building where the These elements are isotopes of natunuclear waste is stored.
ral uranium, which has less particles.
In addition, there is a large cooling
tower which takes the water used in
THE URANIUM is then encapsuthe process and brings it back to lated in ceramic-like pellets a little
normal temperatures so it can be put larger than a pencil eraser. They axe
back into the environment. It is the stacked in zirconium rods 12 feet long
cooling tower that people see and and % of an inch thick. Then, these
wonder about when they think of a rods are grouped into bundles. Davisnuclear plant. Great plumes of steam Besse puts 110 rods in each bundle,
rise from the cooling tower, but it is and there are 177 bundles. They are
ordinary steam, not radioactive or arranged in concentric circles.
poisonous.
The plant must be shut down every
"REMEMBER A number of years 12 to ft months to be refueled. One
ago when everyone was worried about
see POWER pege 3
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Past record in Congress
makes 'Metz' the choice
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EDITOR'S NOTE: This the second in a series of editorials
announcing political endorsements of the BG News. We will
deal with the seat of U.S. senator today and Governor
tomorrow. Local endorsements will be featured next week.
Only 12 members of the U.S. Senate found courage
enough to vote against President Reagan's original
budget package, and Senator Howard Metzenbaum was
one of them.
Metzenbaum's vote was in defiance of the President's
planned 50 percent cuts in the National Direct Student
Loan Program, and Pell Grant program, at a time when
students across the country are leaving school under
economic pressure from mounting tuition rates and
lingering unemployment.
The News believes that Senator Howard Metzenbaum
will effectively monitor and implement legislation concerning the populous of this district. Therefore, the
News endorses Howard Metzenbaum for the United
States Senate.
Metzenbaum is a former member of the Ohio legislature, first elelcted in 1942. He was appointed U.S.
Senator in 1973, won election in 1976 and has remained
since.
Senator Metzenbaum's reputation in Washington as a
taxpayer's Senator is well documented. He is a member
of the Senate Energy committee, Labor/Human Resources committee, and Judiciary and Budget committee.
He has been honored for protecting consumers, senior
citizens, and as a "treasury watchdog" by the National
Association of Businessmen.
His opponent, 39 year old Paul Pfeifer from Bucyrus
Ohio, has been a state senator since 1976.
Pfeifer simply does not have the experience to compete with the affluent Metzenbaum.
To unseat a senator of Metzenbaum's stature would
be foolish and useless. The fact that Pfeifer has not had
Washington experience is a definite liability to his
campaign. Metzenbaum's performance in the Senate is
well documented. He has opposed registration for the
draft, opposed cuts in social security, and opposed the
deregulation of natural gas.
Before the current election recess, Metzenbaum
stoped the bulk passage of 16 bills on the floor of the
Senate which he thought could be potentially hazardous
to consumers.
Metzenbaum also stopped a Senator from Alaska
from "porkbarreling" a $500 billion dollar federally
owned railroad as a gift to that state. He called the bill a
rip-off of the American taxpayer. The Senator from
Alaska called him a "pain in the ass." Metzenbaum
replied that if stopping the American taxpayer from
being fleeced for billions of dollars was a pain in the ass,
then he'd be a pain in the ass anytime.
Senator Metzenbaum is a man who minces few words
when it comes to the concerns of his constituents. We
believe he shows an honest concern for the people whom
he represents. And puts great effort into recognizing the
needs of those people.
Metzenbaum knows that the key to an improved
economy is in reducing the federal deficit. He plans to
take steps to cut Pentagon waste and eliminate outrageous tax loopholes.
"When this is done interest rates will fall and we can
start to revieve the automobile industry, steel and
housing industries, and put people back to work," he
said.
Metzenbaum's insight into the bureaucratic tangle of
Washington. His knowledge of the countries economic
problems, and his ability to temper the opinion of his
public, and the respect with which his peers in the
capital view him, makes Metzenbaum the obvious
choice for U.S. Senator.

Have you noticed that Domino's
now charges an extra 25 cents when
you pay for a pizza with a check? Oh.
They didn't tell you until they came to
deliver it either? Yeah, I think it's a
dumb idea too.Wanna know why?
Well I'll tell you ...
How many of you readers get a
craving for a pizza as you casually
watch M'A'S'H' on Monday nights?
Let's see a show of hands. I knew it. A
lot of us are attacked by a pizza
munchie about 3 hours after dinner.
But if you call Domino's and don't
have any cash in the apartment, you
have to pay an extra 25 cents when
you pay by check. Of course, you
could always skip a class to go to the
bank "in case you feel you might want
a pizza from Domino's after tanking
hours."
Ah, yes. Then there are you readers
who go to the bars. One night asyou
roll in (early) at 1:30 a.m., a terrible
craving for pizza overtakes you. As
you collapse on the bed gasping for
air, you manage to cough out an order
for a pizza over the phone, and you
hope it arrives in time to save your
life. Finally, there is a knock at the
doorand a'pizza is handed to you.
Yummy. "What, 25 cents extra because I'm paying by check?" (And, of
course, you are thinking in your mind
"Why didn't I think ahead and save
our $8.05 in cash while I was guzzling
away at Uptown?").
Face it, Domino's. You're losing
business with this ridiculous extra
charge. And where did this idea come
from? Oh yes, I remember well. Back
in August a new manager took over at
Domino's. The Daily Sentinel-Tribune
put her picture in the paper, she
extended the hours of operaUon (a
good idea), and the paper told of her
"heroism" while she delivered pizzas
during the blizzard of 1978; while the
police were asking that everyone stay
off the roads.
So one of the first things she does is
add an extra charge for check users.
What is this going to do? It certainly is
not going to cover the bank charge of
a bounced check, and they don't get
charged for depositing checks into
Domino's account. Could it be that the
new manager is collecting from all of
us in case someone passes a bad
check and Domino's never collects
from the writers of that check? This
way, if my neighbor writes a bad
check for $8.05, and Domino's never
gets them to make the check good, the
pizza has been paid for by the last (or
next) 32 check writers who paid the
extra 25 cent check charge. I feel this
is unfair, for all of us, to have to pay
an extra quarter.
"Hello, Pisanello's? I like to order a
pizza please ...
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Manners in MacDonald
leave reader with nausea
I am throughly disgusted with the
table manners practiced at the McDonald Hall cafeteria. Nothing is
more repulsive.
To begin with, the majority of the
students dining there fail to utilize
their utensils properly. Most use a

single utensil to eat everything they
have piled on their tray. Seeing a
spoon originally used to eat cottage
cheese being stirred around in a cup
of coffee is a revolting site. Then of
course there arethe knife people, who
butter their bread, cut into their salad
without wiping if off properly. Then
they proceed by tossing the salad
lacing it with butter; quite a site.
Secondly, most students improperly
use a napkin; those who do take one.
Some simply lay it on the tray and
that is lust as bad as not having one at
all! Others lay it on their lap keeping
it there never wiping their hands or
face with it. Looking at someone who
has food hanging all around their
mouth makes the cafeteria food less
appetizing then it was to begin with.
Finally, there is the food that remains on the tray when the individual
is finished. Seeing a half eaten hamburger bun saturated with grape
faygo is gross, not to mention the fries
next to it. That is enough for an
individual to lose his appetite quickly.
The table manners displayed at the
McDonald Hall cafeteria leave much
to be desired!

Anna M. Qoalz
McDonald North 1111

RESPOND
The BG News Opinion Page is the
campus forum for your comments
regarding something in The News
or anything of interest to the
University and community.
Letters and guest columns
should be typewritten, triplespaced and signed. Please include
your address and phone number
for verification.
Letters to the Editor should not
be longer than 200 words and guest
columns should not be longer than
500 words.
The News reserves the right to
reject letters or portions of letters
that are in bad taste, malicious or
bbelous. All submissions are subject to condensation.
Address your comments to:
Editor
The BG News
106 University Hall
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eration that the dorm walls are paper
thin.
The problem I have to deal with
most often is waking up on the weekends to slamming doors. Yes, many of
us come in late at night, or rather,
early in the morning. Is it asking too
much to close a door with ease? I
should think not. The hall is another
place of question. People are constantly sitting in the hall, outside your
door and conversing. Why they cannot
sit outside their own door is beyond
me.
I hope some of the girls in Founders
read this letter, and think twice before their obnoxiousness sets in again.

Lynn Maria Bakar
OCMB #0179

THE BG MEWS
Editor

Charge brings reader's ire

LETTERS

Noise from neighbors
quite a pain In the ear
How would you like to be kept
awake at night by a constant banging
noise next door? I bet you wouldirt.
This is a letter of complaint, having
to do with inconsiderate neighbors.
Most neighbors are pleasant enough
during the day, but when night falls beware. Phone slamming, running
down the hall with another person on
your back, and screaming are not
uncommon sights at the place where I
reside. People should take into consid-
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Power

i from Page 1

third of the fuel is replaced, with the
outer bundles being moved to the
inside. Also, the reaction must be
controlled. One way this is accomplished is by putting devices between
the fuel bundles called control rods.
They are also made of zirconium
alloy, which absorbs particles and
prevents fission from occurring.

The element is unstable, meaning
that the number of particles within it
can change easily. These particles,
called neutrons, fly off and bombard
other uranium atoms, splitting them
apart into other elements and creating a great deal of heat energy. This
energy can be harnessed with the use
of water.
PrusuriMd mattf rwclw (PWR)

III* tun*
Ipanvraio.

When these rods are raised, the reaction is allowed to start. The more rods
that are raised and the height they are
raised, determines how great the reaction will be.
It is the neutral particles contained
within uranium 235 that do the work.

GTE

. . . from Page 1
crease in students picking up the
service, yet students realize that paying $12 now for the whole year is
cheaper than always calling collect,"
he said.

THE DAVIS-BESSE plant uses a
thousand gallons of water per minute.
It is pushed around the core, superheating it up to 600 degrees. Then it is
put through tubes in two structures on
either side of the core called steam
generators.
Boyle said there has definitely been
an increase in the number of collect
calls but added that it is hard to
determine the amount of increase
among students.
"This service charge is not aimed

I thnir Cultural Arts ProKram
and University Theatre present .

After heating, the steam is pushed
from the containment building to the
turbine building, where it turns the
turbines just luce in any fossil fuelburning plant, and electricity is created there. It is produced at 25,000
volts and boosted to 345,000 volts.
Since steam cannot be pumped, it
must be condensed to water in order
to be used again. This is also done in
the turbine building, and it is sent
back to the reactor to be heated again.
This process goes on continuously, 24
hours a day, seven days a week.
After the fuel is used for awhile, it
must be replaced. The nuclear waste
consists of plutonium and many other
elements, all radioactive. There are
two kinds of nuclear waste, high level
and low level.
Low level waste contains such substances as clothes, tools, rags, and
things that workmen may use when
the plant is closed down and they are
working within the containment building. These are sealed in barrels and
sent to the nearest nuclear waste
facility, in Barnwell, S.C. High level
waste is the used fuel. According to
Buehrer, up until 1978, when the Carter Administration banned the practice, nuclear waste was reprocessed
and the fuel was used again.
"NINETY-SIX percent of the waste
is actually reusable," John Ergen,
C" "ic relations specialist for Davise. said. "Only four percent of it
must be disposed of."
at students, or anyone in particular,"
he said. "We are making you pay for a
service."
He added that the service charge
was needed to help pay for the labor
and processing costs of the student
toll billing number.

maze of buttons inhabit the control pan*! in the command center of the Davis-Besse Nuclear
Power Plant.

Chuck Harrison
Rickey Huckabee
Craig Kamem
Keith Knodel

Vinee McNary
Brian Nau
Terry Noonan
Chip Rader
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203 North main
One Coupon Per Order - Expires Nov. 18. 1982

Great Coca-Cola
GivcLa. Away

Nov 14

J—L

DO YOU NEED
MONEY?

516 E. Wooster
Bowling Green

9 inch Pizza
COUPON GOOD
FOR
3 Free Cokes
12oz. Cans

Halloween Fund Raiser
Jackson - Tolliver
Scholarship Fund
Saturday Oct. 30th
10:PM. Grand Ballroom, Union

COSTUME
CONTEST

| Expires Nov. 5. 1982

™7nc™iTz"

(COUPON GOOD
FOR
5 Free Cokes
12oz. Cans
|ExPires Nov. 10, 1982J

1st Place - $35.00
2nd Place - $15.00
3rd Place - $10.00
Admission $1.50 at the door

9 inch

Cheese
Each item
added

3.20
55

1.15

.90

.80

Expires Nov. S, 1982
On Delivery
HOURS

MON — WED
THUR — SAT
SUNDAY

FREE
6 pack of Coke
with
any 16" pizza
12 oz. cans

Items available:
Double Cheese
Fresh Ground Bee*
Thick Dough
Fresh Real Sausage
Canadian Bocon
Heal Bocon Bits
Fresh Onions
fteol Bocon Strips
Green Olives
Fresh Green Peppers
Block Olives
Fresh Tomoto Slices
Hot Pepper Rings
Whole Wheat Dough
Mild Pepper Rings
Shrimp (considered as two items)

Mam
Pepperon.
Pinoppla
Fresh Eggs
Solomi
Mushrooms
Sauerkraut
Anchovm

On Delivery
14 inch Pizza
COUPON GOOD
FOR
6 Free Cokes

Open For Lunch
Monday-Saturday
11:00 a.m.

- Pizza -

On Delivery

12oz. Cans

Sponsored by
BSU

pPisgpello's
IZZO
352-5166

iictix rtiiudcd I mm ihK offer.

Expires
X

Eree Delivery
Open 4 p.m

I

3

Mike Maurer

Myles Pizza Pub
352-1504
I (1) One Coupon Per Order

Expires Nov. 1, 1982

Sub
COUPON GOOD
FOR
2 Free Cokes
12oz. Cans

EXPIRES

12 Free Cons of Coke
with any

with any large sub
DELIVERY ONLY

16" (3) item or more pizza
11:00 a.m. - 2:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m. - 3'00 a.m.
3:30 p.m. - 2:00 a.m.
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PUBLIC SKATING • SUNDAY
3:30 p.m.-5:30 p.m. & 8 p.m.-10 p.m

Mike Lescez

$1OFF COUPON

N

FREE CIDER & DOUGHNUTS

Matt Hurd

'1

o One free Cheese V One Kem (half order) of our o
u French Bread Pizza en 55 voiue> u
p
p
o WITH THE PURCHASE OF ANY WHOLE ORDER o
WITH ONE OR fTIORE ITEITIS

Parents skate
FREE

And our new Actives

j

C

OCTOBER 31
wear a mask or costume
skate for 50*

Allan Starr

lO* I trO»r> Ih*«tr»
cuflam hm* 8 pf"
(ken II CO [-» «Hi>xe itrkn uln)

FREE
NEW! FRENCH
BREAD PIZZA

HALLOWEEN
SKATE

Theft Chi proudly presents our
Fall Pledges

FREE DELIVERY ON ORDERS
OVER $3.00 IN B.G. ONLY
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Effects of semester conversion unmeasureable
by Ada Spykcr

reporter
The full impact of the
adopted semester system
on various components of
the University have yet to
be discovered, according
to members of the University community.
Jill Carr, assistant director of housing, said she
believes that her office will
not begin to feel the effects
of the transition until the
end of March or the beginning of April when they
will not have to deal with
the spring quarter.
"Our workload has been
much the same with the
summer and fall sessions," Carr said.
Office routine has also
remained stable thus far in
the Registrar's Office,
according to Cary Brewer.
The only change has been

A—A—A-J—J-,

the mailing of a letter to
each registered student explaining the credit conversions, he said.
"The change would be
with the spring auarter,"
Brewer said. "We will
have one less registration
and one less grading period, and then we can determine what the savings
of the postage and the parttime employment will lie."
ACCORDING TO Dr.
Richard Eakin, executive
vice provost for planning
and budgeting, the University changed from the semester system to the
quarter system in the fall
of 1968 after the Ohio
Board of Regents requested that all state supported schools adopt a
similar academic calendar.
"Subsequently, in the

mid 1970s, the Ohio Board
of Regents modified their
early position to provide
for two calendar options
for universities and colleges in the state system,"
Eakin said.
"One of these choices
was the quarter calendar
and the other was the early
semester calendar. Within
one year of that announcement, Miami University
was the first to convert.
Kent State, Akron, and the
University followed.
"The Trustees, in their
decision to implement the
semester calendar, appointed two things which
they thought were beneficial."
Eakin said that they considered both the economical and educational
benefits. He said that the
semester calendar is beneficial in terms of registra-

THE HUTCH
PET SHOP

rtr.'x-r.T:
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t XT, K-UJLJ
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tion, housing, and billing
and adding that these actions only will have to be
done twice during the regular school year.
EAKIN ADDED that he
believes the system provides academic benefits
for students, because it
gives them more time to do
Die work required in their
courses.
Many instructors said
they believe that the added
five weeks will give them
the opportunity to become
better acquainted with individual students.
Dr. Carlton Rockett, associate professor of biolog-

ical sciences, said he
believes this is because of
the slower pace of a semester system.
"I like it (semesters)
and I hope the students like
it, but if they don't, I won't
either," Rockett said.
According to Dr. Lester
Barber, chairman of the
English Department, this
first year is going to be a
time of adjustment.
"I was feeling some difficulty in adjusting to the
new system. Barber said.
"I used to have classes
four days in a row instead
of every other day."
Some students are concerned about the loss of

MOSCOW (AP) - Soviet
President Leonid Brezhnev, in an unusual meeting
of senior military and
Kremlin officials Wednesday, urged a military
buildup and better ties
with China to counter what
he called U.S. adventurism.

HALLOWEEN SPECIALS:
WEAR A COSTUME AND
RECEIVE 20% OFF
RETURN THIS AD AND RECEIVE
10°7o OFF ALL PURCHASES.

Brezhnev reasserted his
role as commander in chief
of the Soviet armed forces,
heaped praise on Defense
Minister Dimitri Ustinov
and hinted that reorganization may be under way in
defense industries - the
responsibility of Andrei Kirilenko who has been ru-

mored to have retired due
to failing health.
The official Soviet news
agency Tass said Brezhnev
called the meeting at the
request of Ustinov, who
was one of five members of
the ruling Politburo attending. The 76-year-old
Kirilenko, who had been
considered a strong contender to succeed Brezhnev, was absent.
Two other possible suc-

THE IMPORT SPECIALIST"
INVITES YOU TO SHARE IN

• Complete line of Freshwater tropicals
and marine life.
• Large selection of Exotic Birds
• Large inventory of Pet needs

OUR 10th ANNIVERSARY

SATURDAY OCT. 30, 1982!
9:00-5:00
OIL CHANGE SPECIAL

Special:
Cockatiels $39.99 reg. $49.99

UP TO 4 qts. with filter $8.00

Offer Expires 10/31/82

PLUS FREE 10 POINT
SAFETY INSPECTION!

UNDER NEW
MANAGEMENT

••"'

"THE NUMBER of required courses must be
minimized," Brewer said,
adding that it is impossible
to fulfill all of the former
requirements in the present semester system.
Although many of the
students are happy with
the prospect of getting an
early start on the job market, they are finding it difficult to adjust to the new
system.
"There is not the conti-

nuity of the classes anymore," Deb Kaverman, a
junior communications education major, said.
Although she said she
had fewer scheduling difficulties, she said she was
unable to get into other
classes she is required to
take because they are open
only to students majoring
in those areas.
Dale McCarty, a sophmore visual communications technology major,
also said he has strong
feelings about the conversion.
"All classes are geared
for quarters and not semesters," he said.

He added that the instructors are still conducting their classes at the
same pace that they did on
the semester system.
OTHER STUDENTS ob-

because they will have
IIKrtattend
school longer

than they had first intended.
Greg Henry, a sophomore electronics technology major, said that the
shift has extended his major by one year. He said he
attributes this to the fact
that a student only has two
chances to get into a
course,' whereas before
there were three.

Brezhnev urges arms buildup

one of the largest Pet Shops in Ohio

hours:
high quality, low prices,
Mon-Sat 11-8 p.m.
r
■
t
sun. i2-s p.m.
professional service

credits in the process of the
conversion. But Brewer
added that no credits
should be lost in the calendar change.

SEE YOU SATURDAY
1011 S. Main
352'8459

3527031

NEXT TO RUDY'S HOT DOGS

12953 Kramer Rd.

lieved it was to underscore
the unity of Brezhnev's
"collective leadership"
and its close ties with the
Red Army.

cessors, ex-KGB Chief
Yuri Andropov and
Konstantin Chernenko, sat
on Brezhnev's right; Foreign Minister Andrei A.
Gromyko and Premier Nikolai Tikhonov sat at his
left; and Ustinov was
seated behind him.

THE TELEVISED
speech lasted 10 minutes.
The 75-year-old leader
read the speech in a strong
Western diplomats said voice, but badly slurred
they were unable to ex- much of it. Cameras
plain the timing and pur- avoided Brezhnev as he
walked to and from the
Cof the meeting, but
said that they be- podium.

see BREZHNEV page 7

PLACE YOUR PARENTS DAY
CORSAGE ORDERS NOW!
Cash & Carry Specials
MIXED BOUQUETS
$2.50
Fancy
Do/.$5.00
CARNATIONS
»«>/. $2.50
DAISIES
Dairy Queen Bldg.
MYLES FLOWERS
Facing R.R. Tracks

BGSU MARKETING CLUB
presents...

Bowling Green, Ohio

CAREER FORUM
November 1, 1982 ,

RETAILING
6:00pm
7:00pm

Jerry Gattozzi

from O'Neils

Cyndy Perry

from The Limited

ADVERTISING
8:00pm Bob Bango
9:00pm John Adams

from Discover Magazine
from
Widerschein-Strandberg
Free and Open to All!
Third Floor Union

At Command Performance!

HAIRSTYLING NOW
COSTS YOU LESS!
(Special Fell '82
Reduced Prices.')
FREE styllnq consultations for man it wommn.
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w/
^"SlS™
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SAVE $41 Now only' $m
shampoo 4
styling
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Shampoo & styling
(Reg. $8)

SAVE $31 Now only $81
(Hot Voters or wet sett: $2 extra)

F
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Parti permanent •
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Frosting *
(Reg $35)
Cotor highlight e
(Reg. $20-$26)
Tinting •
(Reg. $«-$22)

SAVE $71 Now only $W

(ReT$35Tnt *

MISS J'S DOWN * FEATHER FILLED QUILTED COATS, $130.
What warmth...good looks...and exceptional valuel For this predicted cold, cold winter...
outside of quilted polyester/cotton poplin, filled with a down/feather blend. And a hidden
front zip under toggle closures. Each with belt. In Miss J, our shop for young women. 5-13.
A. Mauve/grey with detachable hood. B. With piping trim In grey/burgundy or cinnamon/brown.

Jacobson's
Open Thursdays and Fridays 'til 9:00 p.m.

Franklin Park, Toledo

• Haircut extra
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SAVE $101 Now only 9281
SAVE $51 Now only $18-9211
SAVE $41 Now only to-stai
(Slight additional charge for
befow-shoukler-tength hair)

Command
Performance
The Hairstyling Place
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1072 N. Main Street
Bowing Green. Onto
Appointments avaaabia lor perme & cotonng.
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MIDNIGHT

MADNESS

The soul searching and self-evaluation that preys on the mind at
four o'clock in the morning can
prove to be too much for even the
soundest of minds.
Story and Photos
by Patrick Sandor
Around the lime thai most people are climbing into bed after a
long grueling day of work, a select
Tew are just punching a time clock
to begin a shift (hat lasts well into
the early morning hours.
This is known as the graveyard
shift and the people who work it
are as different as the schedules
they keep.
One common factor involved
with working these late hours is
the boredom that sets in after the
last of the sporadic visits by lone
customers. This boredom can
make one feel as if the night will
never end. But night workers have
various ways of dealing with the
long idle hours.
Kevin Brown, who works the 10
p.m. to 7 a.m. shift at Stadium
Sunoco, 1530 E. Wooster St., says
he finds iHe Right shift "very
boring at time's."
"I like to walk around the
garage a bit, maybe work out
while I listen to the radio," Brown
says.
Brown says he is also aware of
the possibility of being robbed
while on duty. "You never know
who or what is gonna drive in
next," he says.
Some people welcome the break
from having to deal with the more
pressurized atmosphere that exists
in most daytime jobs.
Tom Zoltanski, a nursing student, works the midnight shift at
the Wood County Hospital and
says he feels more comfortable
working when "less people are
running around getting into each
others' way."
It takes a different breed of

person to work the midnight shift
consistently; a person who is not
afraid of being alone for hours on
end. The soul searching and selfevaluation that preys on the mind
at four o'clock in the morning can
prove to be too much for even the
soundest of minds.
There is also the problem of
dealing with a set of eyelids that
grow heavy with each passing
hour. And it's easy to convince
yourself that the boss could never
catch you sleeping when your
mind screams for a moment's rest.
Yet some people manage to put
these hours that are normally reserved for rest to use.
Dave Danner who runs the gaspumps from inside his locked
booth at Speedway Petroleum,
1650 E. Wooster St., says he hopes
to gel a job in sales someday and is
preparing for it by studying his
marketing text during the slow
hours.
The current economic situation
has forced some people to work a
late job in order to help raise
tuition money and to finance the
high-priced books required of
some college courses.
Patrick Dennis, a junior Asian
Studies major and father of two
children, works nights at Frisch's,
1540 E. Wooster St., and attends
classes during the day with the
help of "very understanding instructors."
Working the graveyard shift can
be work in itself. It takes an active
mind and a strong spirit to deal
with the lonely, often silent hours
that stretch until the morning's
first light.

(top nghi/Michael Baker, a sophmore Computer Science major wails for a customer at the Standard
Oil station on Wooster St. (above left)Kevin Brown, relaxes after scrubbing down the mechanics
work area at Stadium Sunoco also located on Wooster St. (above right/Standard Oil lights burn
brightly throughout the long night. (right)The clock stands as testimony to the late hour as Alan
Melick reads a book to pass the time.
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JIM SHERCK

Harrassment
.. . from Page 1

dating of students, but added that he
tunity Compliance.
Crawford said that anyone who has believes it is unethical for instructors
been harassed should have docu- to date their students.
mentation of the incident, including
Jeff Merritt, a teaching assistant
time, date, and other important infor- working on his doctorate degree in
mation. She added that anyone with biology, said that he has always been
such a problem should see someone in told not to date his laboratory stuher department or in the Counseling dents. Merritt said that such dating
and Career Development Center so practices would be unprofessional
that someone is familiar with your and could possibly put a spot on his
case and can "go to bat for you.
record, which he said could ruin job
West said that "without documenta- opportunities in the future.
tion it's hard to do anything about it."
Merritt said that instructors usually
She added that documenting such an understand the consequences of datincident is a form of personal protec- ing their students and avoid such
THE WOMAN SAID she was "per- tion. There are those who would make relationships.
Jamie Nathanson, a sophomore insonally afraid - scared to death" up such a story if their grades are not
terpersonal and public communicaduring her ordeal but regrets having good, she said.
tion major, and member of a
to drop the course because she found
DR. WILLIAM REICHERT, chair Women's Studies task force, said that
the professor to be a good instructor
and would liked to have taken more of of the political science department, her group is currently forming a
his classes. She said she felt embar- said his department has dealt with questionnaire. Nathanson said the
rassed so she never signed up for any reports of sexual harassment inter- group hopes the questionnaires will
make people more aware of sexual
nally.
of his classes again.
"If someone knows he is being harassment. She said the questions
Sue Crawford, acting director of
Affirmative Action, said that anyone watched he will straighten up his will be circulated in the hope some
women may recognize sexual hawho believes they have been harassed act," he said.
Reichert said that he sees no reason rassment for what it is and take steps
in any way can file a formal complaint with the Office of Equal Oppor- to adopt a faculty policy concerning to end it.
that department. Instead, she decided
to drop the class.
"I wanted to drop WP (withdraw
pass), which meant that I had to have
his signature, which meant seeing
him again," she said. "At his office he
made physical advances toward me. I
said Id scream rape if he tried anything again. He signed the form and I
left/'
She added that she refused a dinner
invitation when he called her a week
later.

Poison

IS A WINNER!
". . . This year could see me being replaced."
— Delbert Latta
in a recent letter to Republican committeemen in the 5th District asking for help

Jim Sherck
is a Winner because . . .
* He believes in Fairness and Justice for all
in the budget process.
* He believes in protecting the integrity
of the Social Security System.
* He believes we should also look at waste and fraud
in the Defense budget.
* He believes in protecting Veteran's rights
to full benefits.
* He believes in Fair Market Values
for farm products.
* Jim Sherck believes that a Congressman should be
accessible to his constituents when they need him,
not when he needs them.

. . . from Page 1
neurosis, psychosis or any other deDr. Arnold Bobbins, a forensic psy- gree of mental sickness.
"I THINK it's premature to say
chiatrist at Tufts Medical School in
these people are mad rather than
Boston.
"It would be somebody who cer- bad," says Dr. George Murray of
tainly has a great amount of aggres- Massachusetts General Hospital.
sion, he says. "He might carry it "Putting them in that category makes
around for several years. Seeing the people feel better, since they don't
event, seeing the killer get publicity nave to think that humanity can be so
and seeing how hard it is to catch the inherently evil. I don't think these
person could just serve to precipitate people have psychiatric disease."
Among the tampering cases that
some kind of violence of this type."
have emerged since the Tylenol poiSome psychiatrists doubt whether sonings:
-A man in Aurora, Colo., was in
they can figure out much about these
people's motives before they are critical condition after he took ExtraStrength Excedrin capsules that were
caught.
"I do not believe that psychiatry tainted with mercuric chloride.
-Cases of contaminated eyedrops,
has a great deal to offer in characterizing these people in advance." says nasal sprays and mouthwash have
Dr. Peter Kramer, director of outpa- been reported in several states.
-In Minneapolis, a boy drank milk
tient psychiatry at Rhode Island Hospital. "There's no scientific basis for from a carton containing sodium hydroxide, a chemical usedin industrial
making these predictions."
Some even question whether the cleaners, but was not seriously hurt.
Such crimes seem random. But
copycat poisoners are suffering from

Gutheil says the poisoner probably
fantasized about who would be killed
by the doctored drugs and had a
specific victim in mind.
"IT'S RANDOM in fact," said Gutheil, "but in their, fantasy, it's a
guided missile."
The indended victim, says Gutheil,
is probably the killer's mother.
AddsGaldston: "If they have somebody they want to do in but can't, the
next best thing is to kill somebody
whom they don't know at all. That
way they can imagine their enemy in
his or her stead."
Robbins says the intended victim
may also be the city where the killer
lives, the world in general or American capitalism.
Galdston speculates that such pill
Kisoners may have committed simi• crimes many times before.
"It feeds their megalomania," he
says, "their sense of grandeur and
omnipotence to be able to kill at
random."

Belfast
'rom Page I

robbery and this was designed to lure
police to the area," a spokesman said.
''Within minutes a patrol vehicle was
there."
The blast was heard five miles
away.
Police said two suspects were seen
driving away from the blast area in a
stolen car, later found abandoned.
Chief Constable Sir Jack Hermon,
in Lurgan for a school ceremony,
went to the scene and told reporters
he was filled with "horror and sadness." Eleven Lurgan policemen
have been slain by terrorists since
1972 and nine police officers have
been murdered throughout the province this year.

POLICE HAD warned of an upsurge in terrorism following the election last week of five members of the
IRA's legal political front, Sinn Fein,
to the new 78-seat Northern Ireland
Assembly.

Catholic west Belfast for the funeral
of Joseph Donegan, 48-year-old father
of seven, whose body was found Monday in an alley off Shankill Road in
the capital's Protestant sector.

"The bomb must have
been a massive
one. . ."; the explosion
was heard five miles
away.

Donegan's daughter Anne, 23, wept
as she tried to read the psalm, "Yea.
though I walk through the valley of
the shadow of death, I will fear no
evil."

There have been 12 murders in the
province in the past month, including
retaliatory killings by Catholic and
Protestant extremists.
More than 2,000 mourners packed
St. John's Church in predominantly

With troops and police still scouring
the countryside for the body of
Thomas Cochrane, a 55-year-old Protestant militiaman the IRA claims to
have killed, Bishop Cahal Daly told
the congregation there was no distinction between the sorrow of Catholics
and Protestants.
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Social task force to form Announcing World Population Day
winter shelter for poor,
destitutes in Cleveland

Education is goal of seminars

CLEVELAND (AP) - A task force
involving social service agencies with
Cleveland and Cuyahoga County governments will meet for the first time
Friday to find ways of providing more
emergency shelter.
The aim is to come up with new
shelters by winter for what is believed
to be a growing number of homeless
and destitute people.
The task force was created in a
meeting Tuesday night called by the
month-old Emergency Shelter Coalition, made up of 16 social service and
neighborhood groups.
Cleveland Mayor George Voinovich
and Cuyahoga County Administrator
William Plato also attended the meeting.
We took an inventory of what was
available and it was real clear that
the need for shelter was no longer
limited to transient men and bag
ladies," Gloria Aron, president of the
coalition, said.
The coalition asked the officials to
help create at least 400 beds in new
shelters to supplement current shelters which already are turning people

Brezhnev
Brezhnev said that
"Washington's aggressive
policy ... is threatening to
push the world into the
flames of nuclear war." He
called the U.S. policy one
of "adventurism, rudeness
and undisguised egotism."
Brezhnev asserted Moscow still seeks detente with
the West, which he claimed
is not totally lined up behind President Reagan's
efforts to "isolate" the Soviet Union and its socialist
allies.
Hinting that the Red
Army may be experiencing problems matching
us arms technology and

away for lack of space, Aron said.
"WITH THE economic situation the
way it Is, we feel it could get worse
this winter," she said. "For example,
there is no place in the city of Cleveland that can deal with entire homeless families."
The Rev. Robert Begin, of the Commission on Catholic Community Action, said that with the city and county
cooperating there is optimism there
will be new temporary shelters at
least for the winter.
"There are hundreds of homeless in
the city that have nowhere to go, and
every winter somebody freezes to
death in the city," Begin said.
Plato said there were no commitments made to the coalition other
than to research the problem.
"The coalition indicated a need for
400 emergency beds," Plato said. "I
think that has to be looked at as to how
many beds are actually needed and
then to develop a plan. We already
have a division of the welfare that
places people every day either in
community shelters or hotel rooms."

. . . from Page 4
maintaining morale,
Brezhnev said Kremlin
leaders are sure "that the
tasks facing our armed
forces will be resolved."
"The Soviet army should
be up to the mark in all
respects: equipment,
structure and methods of
training," Brezhnev told
the audience of generals
and party leaders. "And
you, comrades, are responsible for that."
He said no "radical
changes" were foreseen in
China's foreign policy but
said "the new things which
appear must not be ignored by us." Soviet-

by Carolyn Van Schaik
ffff reporter

Only six percent of the nearly
four-and-one-half billion people in
the world today enjoy the technological privileges that the people of
the United States have, according
to Dr. A. Raj Chowdhury, associate
professor ot technology.
In recognition of population factors that plague the world today,
Dr. Paul Olscamp, president of the
University, and Alvin Perkins,
mayor of Bowling Green, have
declared Nov. 2, 1982, World Population Day for both the campus
and the community.
World Population Day, an event
sponsored by The United Nations,
is designed to increase public
awareness of the global population
situation. Bowling Green is the
only Ohio college or university
sponsoring World Population Day
and is one of only 50 colleges and
universities throughout the world
hosting the event.
"A lot of people might have re-

Chinese normalization
talks ended in Peking last
week and are to resume
later in Moscow. Peking
has demanded the Soviets
withdraw troops from Af-

sponded, but we were one of the 50
selected," Dr. Mohan Shrestha,
professor of geography and a cochairman of the event, said.
Shrestha said that interest in the
project and willingness to work are
possible reasons the U.N. selected
the University among other
schools.

THE GOAL of World Population
Day, according to Shrestha, is to
make population control a public
concern. By making it a campus
issue it is hoped thai university
students, key people in present and
future population control, might
become more aware of the situation.
"College students are at an age
when they are considering issues
like 'Do I want to have a family?'
or 'How big will my family be?' "
Marilyn Braatz, publications specialist for the University, said.
Chowdhury, another co-chairman of the event, said that the
University population can contribute a great deal to the world-wide

population control effort.
"The University is a body of
mature people who should think
about the world of tomorrow,"
Chowdhury said.

Chowdhury said.

Six University faculty members
from various departments, each
offering a different area of expertise, will present their opinions
during the world Population events
Tuesday. Also speaking is Dr. Naf is Sidak, assistant executive director of the United Nations Fund for
Populations Activities and assistant secretary general, and Mr.
Werner Fornos, director of the
Population Action Council, Washington D.C.

"The population explosion is creating an enviroment of extreme
vulnerability. My fear is we won't
be able to support our material
world."
Chowdhury also said that the
world is finite and that its people
have limited resources. He said
that he questions whether the
world can handle the burden.
By inviting University professors
to speak on different aspects of
population control, Shrestha and
Chowdhury hope that the seminars
will help people around the world
become aware of the consequences
of an increasing population.

CHOWDHURY SAID that by educating the 18,000 students and
faculty members at the University,
those people can, in turn, spread
the information to others, creating
what Chowdhury referred to as a
'multiplier effect.'
"People don't realize how serious the population explosion is,"

"The United States doesn't realize (the seriousness of the problem) because we are such a Godgifted country," Chowdhury said.
Shrestha added that Americans
have to change their attitudes and
begin thinking of the world from a
collective perspective and not a
personal or local point of view.

ghanistan and from the
Mongolian and Soviet borders with China. It is also
calling for an end to Vietnam's occupation of Cambodia.
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Height ■ Weight - Blood Pressure
Training Zone ■ Skin Fold (Body Fai Composition)
Cardiovascular Test ■ Computer "Healthstyle" Test
Lung Machine ■ Stress Test ■ Flexibility - Vision

6.00
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Pace Walking
New Games for Kids
Diving Demonstration
Intertube Races
Cotteglates

AEROBIC DANCE A FITNESS
Scuba
Earthball TubO-War
Chain Relay
WaUyball: The Off-the-Wall Game!

6:30

8:30

Water Polo
Kkkboard Races
Rugby Film
"WHAT IS THIS WELLNESS STUFF ANYWAY?"
-Dr. Terry Parsons and Dr. Jan Lloyd

"How To Begin An Exercise Program "
-Dr. Richard Bowers. Dr. Nora Liu. Dr. Steve Dunn
(Faculty from the School ol HPER)
Fencing Demonstration
New Games lor Adults
Swmunercure
Windsurfing
Water Basketball

7.-00
Women's Lacrosse
Cooking lor Health
Competitive Games
Rugby Demonstration

9A0

Swan dub
Kayaking

Water Races
Yoga Demonstration
Ron Coates Racquerball Challenge

7:30

Mon.- Sat.10:30a.m.-midnight
Sun. 11:30a.m.-11:30p.m.

I

Cooking For The Health Of It ■ Handicapped Awareness
Wood County Alcoholism - The Link ■ Exercise lor the Aged
Weight Control ■ Weight Training - American Yough Hostels
Cycling - American Red Cross - Careers In Recreation/Leisure
Running Shots - Exertrail ■ LI.F.E. Run 15k & 1 mile)

Blind Volleyball
Square Dancing Demonstration
TiarohWar
Free Swim
Adaptive Aquatics Demonstration
Squash Clinic
Swimmerdie

Men's Lacrosse Demonstration
Rugby Demonstration
Tub Races
Beachball Relays

Oct. 30th L.I.F.E. RUN
$1.00 - 1 MILE
$3.00 - 3 MILE
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Roofing
John Fox scrapes gravel off of the Fine Arts building in preperation for the new roof being put on by Christen
S Son Construction of Toledo.

"Outcast* studies soaps
BOWLING GREEN, Ohio (AP) Dr. Ray Browne admits he is an
outcast among the pillars of academics. He's gleeful about it.
Browne, a 60-year-old Southerner,
is credited as the pioneer who first
proposed the serious study of popular
culture - everything from soap operas
to McDonald s menus to biuegrass
banjo pickers - that make up the ebb
and flow of recent American life.
When Browne began to find academic interest in roller coasters and
serious study in the television soap,
"The Guiding Light," his peers at the
University ■ English department
turned up their noses.
"They didn't like it very much,"
Browne drawls. "Well, in fact ...
they kicked me out."
Now chairman of the Department of
Popular Culture, Browne says that in
the 10 years since the University
began offering undergraduate deSrees in pop culture, about three
ozen students have graduated with
majors in the field.
A MASTER'S degree in pop culture
has been offered since 1970. But over a
four-year period, Browne said half of
the roughly 16,000 students at the
University will enroll in popular culture classes. "In one year, we have 2,000 students in class, he said. "Name
me a department in a non-required
area of study that has that kind of
interest."
There is no other department like it

in the United States, Browne said. A
parallel venture, the Center for Popular Culture, has collected 200,000 musical records, 50,000 volumes of books
and periodicals and thousands of
pieces of memorabilia.
But when he first expressed an
interest in studying Taco Bell architecture and the evolution of Superman and Wonder Woman via the
Journal of Popular Culture back in
1967, conventional wisdom among his
high-brow counterparts was that
Browne's mental deck was missing a
card.
"There's no question, Ray Browne
was the pioneer - he's the one who
took the early flak," says Dr. Russel
Nye, distinguished professor emeritus in the English Department at
Michigan State university.
WHY STUDY popular culture?
Browne and his colleagues in the
Popular Culture Association, a 3,000member national organization, say
the purpose is to understand the society around us.
"Very simply, can you learn more
about people today from studying
what is around us, or by studying the
English authors of 400 years ago?"
asked Emily Toth, assistant professor
of English and American studies at
Pennsylvania State University.
"Pop culture is all around us. It's a
question of whether you study the
culture of the people, or elite culture," she said.

Browne said that when the pop
culture classes first started, "I got
resistance the likes of which I never
expected. Everybody on campus accused me of wasting money, lowering
standards and corrupting youth. Virtually every academic in the country
felt threatened. The elite was being
challenged."
"Well," Browne chuckled, "it
turned out I was right."
He emphasized that pop culture
specialists do not make judgments on
whether one element or another is
good or bad - the analysis remains
academic.
DURING ONE annual meeting of
the Pop Culture Association, topics of
study included "The Technological
Revolution in Mid-19th Century Circus Posters." One seminar was titled,
"Paperback Westerns: A Longitudinal Study of Book Cover Art from a
Sociological and Fine Arts Perspective."
One of Browne's own specialties is
the Gothic romance - how paperback
love stories evolved, how the characters have changed and why they sell
so well today.
"We know that this kind of book
sells six copies a second, 24 hours a
day, seven days a week, year-round,"
Browne said. "I want to know why. I
don't care whether it's junk or not that's not the issue."
Soap operas also merit serious exsee OUTCAST page 11

Kappa Delta Proudly

WFAL 680 AM BRINGS YOU

DIXIE

announces our new
initiates

ROCK NITE!

Renee Beard
Beth Millik
Julie Gobillot Tammy Schmackel
Kelly McCoy
Sue Van Deventer {
Diane Willman

TONIGHT, at THE DIXIE ELECTRIC COMPANY
BUSSES LEAVE UNION at 8,9,10
(50 CENTS-ROUNDTRIP)
FREE ADMISSION-FREE PRIZES
NO ONE GOES HOME THIRSTY

Welcome to our
Sisterhood!
^*=
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PHI DELTA THETA & THE MARKETING CLUB
PRESENT

NEEWOLLAH

BREAK AWAY WITH
TO
STEAMBOAT
COLORADO
Lodging
Lift Tickets
Parties
Transportation
Get Credit
3010 PEG 143
3178 PEG 243
SIGN UP NOW UAO office
3rd Floor Union

SATURDAY OCTOBER 30TH
NORTHEAST COMMONS 7:30 -1:00 AM
ADMISSION $ 1.00 .50* WITH A COSTUME

35 KEGS OF BUSCH BEER 4 FOR 1
PROPER I.D. IS REQUIRED

& HPER

A
ONLY $275 (cheap)

This Election Vote for a Common Pleas Judge Based on Qualifactions

WARREN J. LOTZ
The Most Qualified — The Most Experienced
BROAD BASED
EDUCATION
1

University of Illinois (BS)

Practicing Attorney

Indiana Institute of Technology (BS)

Registered Professional Engineer
Assistant Wood County Prosecuting Attorney
(3 years)
Currently Bowling Green Cily Prosecutor (7
years)

Chrysler Institute (MAE)
University ol Toledo (JD)
1

Graduate of the Northwestern University Low School course for Prosecuting
Attorneys
Successfully completed the Civil Low
Seminar of the Nattonol College of
District Attorneys. University of Houston

j

BROAD BASED
EXPERIENCE

Currently Village Prosecutor for Grand Rapids. Weston and Bfoomdale
Licensed to practice in:
Ohio Supreme Court
U.S. District Court (Northern Ohio)
U.S. 6th District Court of Appeals
U.S. Supreme Court

COMMUNITY SERVICE
Center Township Trustee (Elected 1969 Re elected
1973. 1977 and 1981)
Wood County Township Trustees and Clerks Association (Past President) and Current Secretary-Treasurer
Wood County Low Library (Past President and Current
Secretory Treasurer)
Wood County Bar Association (Post President)
Pemberville-Freedom American Legion
Bowling Green Sunrise Lions (Vice President)
South Main PTA (Past President)
Tontogany Lodge F A AM (Past Master)
St. Mark's Lutheran Church
Wood County Form Bureau
Wood County Cancer Society ond United Way
Wood County Humane Society
Forks Conservation Club
U.S. Navy Veteran. World Wor II

DEDICATED
TO
ENFORCING
Financial Economy
in the Courts
Judicial Efficiency
Firm Administration
of the Law

Elect —

WARREN J. LOTZ
Common Pleas Judge

'Wtfmty* Woot/ Scanty <ga*i &> ,fW (f'

EXPERIENCED, TOUGH & JUST
Paid for by LOTZ for JUDGE Committee. Jerry Lee. Trees 236 Sand Ridge Rood. Bowling Green.
Ohio 43403 — Political Advertisement
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Hall managers replacing
directors in quadrangles

Poisoned Excedrin harms man
LORAIN, Ohio (AP) Extra-Strength Excedrin
capsules contaminated
with a "caustic substance
like a toilet bowl cleaner"
made a Lorain man ill,
investigators said Wednes%
The Lorain County
Crime Lab tested the capsules after Tom Wilson
said he became sick twice
after taking the pills.
Wilson, 28, said he became ill Saturday and
again Tuesday after taking
capsules from a bottle of
the pain reliever he purchased from a Revco Drug
Store in Lorain Plaza last
Friday.

A Revco spokeswoman.
Lee Goldman, said all
Kckages of the capsules
d been removed from
shelves in Revco's seven
Lorain County stores. She
said the company "is considering it an isolated incident" and that removing
the capsules from the
shelves Wednesday afternoon was strictly a precaution.
Wilson said he got a
headache after taking the
capsules Saturday and became extremely sick to his
stomach ana vomited
Tuesday. He said he took
three capsules each time
and that his wife took three

MUSICAL HALLOWEEN
<fc TREAT GREETINGS
^^^SINGiNG GREETINGS

i

Give US The Facts - We write and
Sing the Songs!
GROUPS OUR SPECIALTY!
352-5441

capsules on one occasion.
Wilson said his wife suffered only a slight headache after taking the
capsules.
HAROLD ALFUTIS, director of the crime lab,
said tests showed that two
of the seven capsules
tested had been contaminated.
"Apparently, a few parcels of some kind of caustic
soda compound was added

to two of the capsules,"
Alfutis said. "It was a
caustic substance like a
toilet bowl cleaner or
something you would clean
your drain with."
Alfutis said Lorain police
were checking the capsules for fingerprints.
Wilson said he called the
Lorain Community Hospital's poison information
number and was told he
could be experiencing

stomach upset caused by
aspirin.
I've had asprin upset
before so I know what that
feels like," Wilson said.
"This thing was like a burning, broiling sensation
and it burned real bad
coming back up."
Wilson said he did not go
to a hospital, but called the
crime lab at Lorain Community College on advice
of hospital officials.

by Deborah Schmook

office where few openings
occur.
Margie Potapchuk, one
Hall managers have re- of two University gradplaced hall directors in the uates to be hired as a hall
Suadrangles because of manager, said she planned
niversity cutbacks and to use her position "as a
the availability of persons stepping stone to another
interested in such a posi- career in college student
tion, Fayetta Paulsen, as- personnel."
sociate dean of students,
And with the addition of
said Tuesday.
the position of hall coordi"The major reason for nator, more chances for
the change is that for the advancement exist for hall
last four or five years managers. The hall coordiwe've had trouble finding nators supervise quad
master's degree persons to managers and have more
fill residence life posi- responsibilities. The tradiline.
she said. "The sup- tional hall directors work
The proposals FDA fa- tions,"
of men holding in residence halls that are
vors incorporate some rec- ply
in college stu- not within a quad.
ommendations made by a experience
dent personnel has been
Hall coordinators must
special industry panel - the minimal."
have a master's degree in
Joint Committee on ProdShe said many persons CSP or a related field and
uct Security - established applied for the newly cre- at least two years of preafter seven Chicago-area ated position, which does vious experience in resideaths from cyanide-laced not require a master's de- dence life.
Extra Strength Tylenol.
Hall directors are reINDUSTRY would be gree.
"We were able to select Juired to have a master's
free to decide which type of strong
people
from
the
egree and need some pretamper-resistant pack- group who applied," she vious
experience. Hall
aging is appropriate for said. "It was better than managers
must have some
each type of drug.
looking
for
master's
deexperience
and a bacheBut the regulations go gree people.
lor's degree.
further than the industry's
also wanted a place
The salaries of hall manrecommendations by re- to "We
promote people to their agers are not comparable
quiring that special pack- next
position," adding that to the salaries of hall cooraging be on most drug
before there was no place dinators and directors beSroducts besides tablets in to
go other than the central cause of the differences in
) days, one source familiar with the FDA ideas
said. There would be a 15month, phase-in period, after which all non-prescription drugs without tamperresistant packaging would
have to be removed from
store shelves, this source
added.
staff reporter

New packages hike prices
WASHINGTON (AP) The government estimates
that a proposed standard
for tamper-resistant drug
packages will cost industry
$20 million to $30 million a
year, adding about a penny
to the price of the average
product, sources said
Wednesday.
However, the non-prescription drug industry expects the new packaging to
cost the consumer two to 10
cents per product, a different source said.

The Food and Drug Administration Wednesday
sent its ideas for drug
packaging restrictions to
the Office of Management
and Budget where they will
be screened.
FDA Commissioner Arthur Hull Hayes has said
that in the wake of a nationwide "wave Of me-too
crimes," the agency will
produce a packaging standard by early November.
FDA believes the government will meet that dead-

PARENT'S DAY FOOTBALL
TICKETS ON SALE DAILY
FALCONS VS. BALL STATE 1:30 p.m.
NOVEMBER 6 PERRY FIELD
MEMORIAL HALL TICKET OFFICE OPEN 9-5 DAILY!

James Harter and Greg
Weis, hall directors for
Rodgers and Kohl, said
they did not feel that their
iobs were threatened by
the introduction of the position.
"Different halls need to
be run in different ways,"
Weis said. "Single halls
need hall directors."
At the University, three
persons serve as quad
coordinators, seven persons serve as hall directors
and eight persons act as
hall managers.
Paulsen said she is
pleased with the new program.
"We find it's working
well," she said. "The hall
managers are extremely
enthusiastic and responsible and are working well
with the hall coordinators."

Look for the WEEKENDER
in tomorrow's paper

Be Somebody
get your picture in the

experience, Paulsen said.
"There are some savings
(for the University), but
they aren't huge because
of the increased salary of
the coordinator," she said.
So far the position of hall
manager has been accepted by University residents and personnel. Both

I

Register for Fun,
Variety, and new experiences!

"courses: Aerobics, Backpacking, Piano, Guitar, CPR. Dungeons and dragons I
Macrame, Sign Language, Cooking, Cake decorating, Cross stitch, Filmmaking...
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Sign Up NOW in the UAO office, Payment due upon sign up
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Bowling Green State University

There are only
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BOARD OF
STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

8 DAYS LEFT

is now accepting
applications for

• GAVEL EDITOR
• OBSIDIAN EDITOR
• BG NEWS EDITOR
and other editorial
positions available
effective Spring

To Have Your Senior Portrait Taken!!
Call the KEY 372-0086

Applications available

106 University Hall
Deadline: Fri., Nov. 5 p.m.

Al Perkins. He's been a good mayor.
He will be a good commissioner.
BROAD CITIZEN REPRESENTATION has been one of
Mayor Perkins' goal in office. He successfully pushed for
expanding membership on the important Planning Commission and the Board of Public Utilities. Membership on
these bodies is now bi-partisan/non partisan with Democrats, Republicans and Independents, all working together
for the City. Mayor Perkins has also significantly increased
the number of highly qualified women serving on City
boards and commissions.

LISTENING TO ALL THE PEOPLE. As Mayor. Al Perkins
has sought out the views, opinions, and concerns of all
citizens. Thousands of Bowling Green citizens know from
their own experience that Mayor Perkins is only a phone
call away. Hundreds of citizens have availed themselves to
their right to speak out at municipal meetings of all kinds,
without fear of ridicule by the Mayor or members of his administrations. The Perkins administration has maintained
and OPEN DOOR policy in the Mayor's office. Citizen involvement has been encouraged through public hearings.
Residents' views on all subjects are sought by officials.

PERKINS

PROFESSIONALISM of employees has been promoted by
the Perkins administration through promotion from within,
training programs and the updating of equipment. To the
degree possible, within budgetary constraints, employees
have been given wage increases each year.
Paid for by Citizens for Perkins. Kenneth Rothrock, treosurer
330 Brighom Lone. Bowling Green, OH — Political Advertisement
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Outcast

USG renews Dial-A-Ride program
by Doug Lllllbrldge
senior staff reporter

Undergraduate Student Government will be re-instituting the Dial-aRide program. The general assembly
passed a resolution favoring the service at their weekly meeting Wednesday night.
The Dial-a-Ride program will give
students the opportunity to call the
USG office if they need a ride or if
drivers need someone to share expenses with them.
The program should provide an
alternative, according to Student Welfare Committee Chairperson Jerry
Bishop.
Dial-a-Ride will operate Monday

through Thursday and will be manned pus where the lack of lighting may be
by USG representatives and volun- considered hazardous.
The general assembly also unaniteers. It should go into effect within
mously passed a resolution urging
the next two weeks, Bishop said.
National, State, and Community students to vote in the upcoming genAffairs Committee Chairperson Deb- eral elections. The resolution cited
bie Svoboda announced that her com- that University students constitute a
mittee is looking into the possibility of considerable voice and that voice
Cviding "help phones on campusshould be heard.
The Black Student Union is also
t would provide a direct line to
Campus Safety and Security in case of seeking the support of USG and other
emergency. Svoboda said that Wil- University organizations in bringing
liam Bess, director of Campus Safety Dr. Charles King to the campus for a
and Security, is in favor of such a workshop. King is director of the
Ereject but she added that cost may Urban Crisis Center in Atlanta and is
recognized as an expert in the area of
B a prohibitive factor.
SVOBODA'S COMMITTEE is also race relations.
Dr. King gained particular fame
investigating the issue of increasing
lighting in certain areas of the cam- after two appearances on Phil Dona-

. . . from P»ae 9
amination because they are a reflection of a society "that sees all that
money and intrigue and glamour and
thinks, 'Hey, a little bit of all that
hue's television program. BSU wants wouldn't be too bad,' " Browne said.
to bring Dr. King to campus in an "It appeals to a dark side of us that
effort to improve race relations at the might, for instance, just like to be
University. The workshop is sched- J.H7 Ewlng (of TV's 'Dallas') for a
uled for November 10 but no place or day."
time has yet been set.
PLAYBOY magazine provides a
IN OTHER BUSINESS, USG Presi- similar escape for the male populadent Everett Gallagher's nomination tion because it portrays the fantasy
of Steve Cotten for the at-large rep- that all American men are rich, handresentative's seat vacated by Terry some and successful, he said. The pop
Wakefield was approved by the gen- culture library includes a collection of
Playboy magazines dating back to the
eral assembly.
mid-1950s.
Cotten is a sophomore public relaThe social and political implications major and is a member of two tions of what Americans watch on
freshman honoraries, Alpha Lambda television or read during leisure hours
Delta and Phi Eta Sigma, as well as are great, Browne said.
the Collegiates singing group.
"For instance, look at the (National

Past failures catching up

state-run news agency
PAP.
"What we are faced with
is regression in the economy and a breakdown of
economic balance on an
unprecedented scale," he
said.
Gorywoda, an economic
adviser to martial-law
chief and party leader
Gen. Woiciech Jaruzelski,
said Poland also faced
obstacles from an "unfavorable" world political
and economic situation, as
well as U.S. economic
sanctions imposed in reaction to martial law.
GORYWODA told the

200-member committee
that Poland's economy had
reached a "turning point,"
showing slight increases in
productivity during August
and September respectively, the first rise in 25
months.
Reading from a report
Erepared by the ruling Potburo, Gorywoda said the
start of the decline coincided with July 1980 strikes
that eventually led to formation of Solidarity during
August protests in the shipyards of Gdansk.
The party meeting was
the first since Parliament
outlawed Solidarity.

It also came one day
after the Parliament
passed laws for tough new
penalties against unemployed people, juvenile delinquents and drunkards.
Those measures were
overwhelmingly adopted
despite pleas from some
deputies and the Roman
Catholic church, which
said they would be used to
Grsecute Solidarity memrs and others who defy
martial law.
In his Central Committee address, Gorywoda
outlined a three-year plan
of five goals, including a
solution to food shortages,

"THE FACT that 10,000 parents do
not like rock-n-roll does nothing to
diminish the popularity of it," Fishwick added. "So if it is that important
in society, shouldn't we understand
why?"

^XEVTS

Poland needs economic help
WARSAW, Poland (AP)
- Communist leaders said
Wednesday that the breakdown in Poland's economy
had reached an "unprecedented scale," and pledged
to improve housing, food
supplies, wages and health
care.
The call to improve the
plunging living standard
was seen as part of a new
effort to gain public support following imposition
of martial law last Dec. 13
and the banning of the Solidarity union Oct. 8.
The failures of former
leaders, including ousted
Communist Parry Chief
Edward Gierek and onetime Premier Edward Babiuch, were underscored
by the Central Committee,
which portrayed Poland as
fighting a rough, uphill
battle against results of
errors by former leaders
and isolation by the United
States.
"The socio-economic situation cannot be radically
changed overnight," Central Committee Secretary
Manfred Gorywoda said in
remarks carried by the

Football League) players' strike," he
said. "The players are not just
asking for money - they're asking for
more than American society can give
them, a foothold in the U.S. entertainment power groups. Ultimately, they
will lose."
Marshall Fishwick, professor of
communication and humanities at
Virginia Polytechnical Institute in
Blacksburg, Va., said one studies pop
culture because "that's where the
people are, and that is what the people
are doing. She said that what we do
reflects what we are - it is by studying
the society around us that we learn
more of ourselves.

more consumer goods,
more apartment construction, better health care and
higher pay and welfare
benefits.
THE PARTY apparently
feels that workers will accept this plan if it succeeds, despite the demise
of Solidarity, which
claimed 10 million members before martial law.
Jaruzelski, in brief opening remarks reportea by
PAP, admitted attempts at
reviving the economy had
been slowed or blocked,
and he told the committee
to find answers to the problem.

Shrink to Fit 501 s
They fit like no
Buy'em loose

Button Fly

Other blue jean

Wash 3 times

Wear'em snug

Quality Never goes out of Style
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JEAN'S N'THINGS
531 RIDGE ST.
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Looking for the Spanish Cluster?
It can be found in Madrid, Spain!
Dates: May 11 to July 12
Credits given for Spanish 101 - 102 - 2f,
The best way to learn the language and the
culture is to be there!

Start the best part
of the week right
with the
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For information contact: Dr. Mercedes Jufiquera
Romancjytanguages
245 Shatzel
372-0053

WEEKENDER
the regular
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your Friday's!

$1456.00 for 14 credits.
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THERE'S A NIGHT FOR EVERYONE

APPLY AT NORTHWEST OHIO'S
LEADING DEPARTMENT STORE
Sometimes it's hard to learn the difference between a credit rating and a credit hour, or that
charge cards aren't plastic money But if you
want to establish credit. LION would like to
help. Apply for a LION CHARGE ACCOUNT in
your name, then you could build your own

■o

MONDAY: MOTOWN AND BACK TO THE 60's NIGHT
"SLAMMER NIGHT"
TUESDAY: "NEW WAVE DANCE PARTY" &

good credit rating. And express yourself with
;he clothes, appliances and other personal
needs you buy. If you are a Junior or above, fill
out the application below and drop it off at any
of our 4 convenient locations, or mail it to Lion
Store. P.O. Box 7440, Toledo, Ohio. 43615

To apply lor your own charge account, complete this application ana drop it ott at any ol our 4 convenient locations
Or mail to Lion Stoie, P O Box 7440. Toledo. Ohio. 43615
APPLICANT S NAME _
_sOC»Ai SECuR'TV NO .

OAIE OF BIRTH

I

■

"KAMAKAZI NIGHT"
WEDNESDAY: WILD & CRAZY WEDNESDAY

CURRENTAPPBESS.

*...-..

CURRENT PHONE __
PARENTS NAME
P»RINT

. PARENt S PMONE .

s AnnpF <;s

CITY

POSITION
OTHER INCOME $.

*NO COVER*

1T*t(

wAw LONG THERE ^_^_
•SOURCE O* OlMf H INCOME

'Vou don f na.r to 1*1 us aDOut Billion* ("'•a supoott o' sepa'atr «* l m.">.«"i i*

THURSDAY: HAPPY HOURS 7:00-9:00 PM
FRIDAY: HAPPY HOURS 4:00-9:00 PM &
"THE BEST DANCE PARTY AROUND"
SATURDAY: HAPPY HOURS 7:00-9:00 PM
SUNDAY: 'NEW ATTRACTION*
"FRESHMAN NIGHT"

2 cneoiTon .
» CREOITOR .

I

TWBU. OCTOBER ^st

. M j«i

u*

to c onvoV' 1*"" M .ipD'i •■n*l vow MM

.LOCATION.

.NAMI AC I I ( AHRHPiN,

. LOCATION.

, NAMl ACC1 CARHltniN.

.LOCATION .

, NAMI ACCt CARRifpiN ,

II yow dO*'l nava * p'lvWut dt*l hijto*y O* an *rt>o*Oya< O' a vw'ilnbW SOu'CC o' .ncom» y©u «■'» *•»<) a C««M wcthy CO-appdcat!
CO APPLICANT S NAME
CO APPLICANT S ADO«ESS —
_ HOW LONG THERE

CO APPLICANTS EMPLOYER.
MONTHLY SALARY | ^___
OTHER INCOME $

, RELATIONSHIP TO APPLICANT.

APPLICANTS SIGNATURE •

a,
!

.CO APPLICANT SSS NO.

.•SOURCI Ol OTHER Ml OM

•Vow don t hay* lo ta» u» aboul alimony cnitd auooon o- aapa'aia maintenance income unieu

GOOD FOR
FREE ADMISSIOH

I\P
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■

i lo COnsuMx l«*m •* app'Onmg you- Apoiicat'C

•

CO APPLICANT S SIGNATURE ■
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You Deserve
Some Credit

.J
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Notes from the red line .

SPORTS BRIEFS
Tickets are still available for tali
weekend's Bowling Green-Michigan
hockey series at the Ice Arena. Both
general admission and reserved tickets are remaining and may be parchased at the Memorial Hall ticket
office.
Both games in the two-game series,
which starts tomorrow night and concludes on Saturday night, will begin at
7:3* p.m.

Leaks, John Parvin and Scott Dalton
each had one goal for the Falcons.
The club team will return to action
this Friday at the Ice Arena against
the Fort Wayne Junior Comets. The
game begins at 2 p.m.

CINCINNATI (AP) - The Cincinnati
Bengals began offering refunds
Wednesday for tickets to the BengalsBowling Green's club hockey team Pittsburgh Steelers game scheduled
opened its 1962-83 season wi a 9-5 for next Sunday.
victory over the Cleveland Junior
Barons, last Saturday.
The team said yesterday that the
Sandy Olevitch led all scorers with game was officially cancelled bethree goals, while Lynn Sipe added cause of the National Football League
two more goals. Tim Conway, Tim players' strike.

Ruehl named CCHA commissioner

Some notes from the sideline concerning Bowling Green hockey:
Ice Arena manager Jim Ruehl is
the new commissioner of the Central

Sideline
by Tracy Collins

Collegiate Hockey Association, a position he will assume on Nov. 1. Ruehl
replaces Fred Jacoby. who will be the
new commissioner of the Southwest
Conference.
Ruehl said the extensive exposure
be receives through traveling with the
hockey team, his reputation as an
administrator, and a strong recommendation from Jacoby helped him
land the job.

STUDENT COURT
Is currently accepting applications for the court staff
Applications may be picked up in room 405. Student
Services Bldg., and must be returned NO LATER
than October 29. 1982
Any questions may be answered by calling the
Student Court office at 372-2969 All Interested
students are urged to apply

i i

The position of commissioner is a
part-time jflb, and Ruehl will remain
at the University as Ice Arena director and associate professor in the
school of HPER . . .
... SINCE JACOBY accepted his
new job, vacating the position of
CCHA and Mid-American Conference

fafituM ttte Seauty o( ^cUl

commissioners, BG has gained some
prominence in Midwestern athletics.
Ruehl replaces Jacoby in the CCHA,
while former BG Athletic Director
James Lessig - also a graduate of the
University - is the new MAC commissioner ...
... There was mild concern among
some players after BG's forwards
were held somewhat in check against
Wisconsin, despite the caliber of that
team. But those worries were quickly
put to rest against Ferris State, when
BG's top three centers (Brian Hills,
John Samanski and Dan Kane) combined for 18 points, including 11 goals.
Samanski's three-goal and four-assist
Krformance against Ferris earned
n the team's nomination for CCHA
Player of the Week ...
... Hills and Samanski lead the
team in scoring, each with nine points
in four games. Hills (4-3-7) and
Samanski (3-4-7) are also tied for the
scoring lead in CCHA play, with Kane
(44-4), Wayne Wilson (2-2-4), Perry
Braun (1-3-4) and Peter Wilson (1-34) part of a 15-way tie for 10th
place...

Torre named NL manager of the year
ATLANTA (AP) - Joe
Torre, named National
League Manager of the
Year by The Associated
Press yesterday, couldn't
help but note the twist his
baseball fortunes have
taken in just a year.
"It's very satisfactory
and kind of funny, too,
going from getting fired
one year to Manager of the

Year the next," said the
Atlanta Braves' skipper,
who was dismissed last
Sear by the New York
lets.
Torre, who guided the
Braves to a division title
and their best finish since
1969, received 35 of 79 votes
cast by a nationwide panel
of sports writers and
broadcasters in balloting

released Wednesday.
The runner-up was
Frank Robinson of the San
Francisco Giants, who received 22 votes. Whitey
Herzog of the world champion St. Louis Cardinals
was third with 19.
"I never thought about it
during the season. I had a
lot of other things on my
mind," said a smiling

BOWLING GREEN JAYCEE I
HAUNTED HOU9E
DISCOUNT COUPON
SAVE 50* OFF REG. PRICE

in P&fitat
with quality pnils Iron your
Blue Ribiii Photo Oealer and to help your
pocket look clip these coupons and save

LIGHT-SCORING W. Wilson poll, the Falcons were ranked fourth
put the puck in the net just twice in 42 in the nation, ahead of some prestigames last season, but he equaled gious teams. Minnesota holds down
that output last weekend against Fer- first place, with an 11-point lead over
ris, beating Bulldog goaltender Rob the CCHA's Michigan State (who got
Hughston with a goal each night. two shutouts by all-American goalie
Wilson, one of the team's best de- Ron Scott last weekend against Chifensemen, may just establish himself cago), followed by Providence, BG,
as a strong two-way threat if his North Dakota, Minnesota-Duluth,
scoring continues ...
Wisconsin, New Hampshire, and a tie
... Forward Dave O'Brian is still between Ohio State and Harvard...
in a wait-and-see situation concer
... BG coach Jerry York's three
this weekend's series against Mic
freshmen recruits have played will
can at the Ice Arena. O'Brian suf- during the first four contests. Defered a knee injury against Michigan- fenseman Dave Ellett scored against
Dearborn in an exhibition game; he Wisconsin, and has played well at the
missed the series with Wisconsin, and blue line, dispite an injured thumb.
he played, the first two periods last Forward Jamie Wansbrough scored
Friday against Ferris, but he said the his first collegiate goal after a scramhe couldn't get full power from the ble in front of the Ferris net last
knee.
Saturday. And Gino Cavellini has
Michigan would probably like to thrown fear into the opposition and
settle a score with O'Brian, since his excitement into the crowd with his
two goals proved to be the winning hard-hitting style. He was a bit over
margin in a 5-3 victory in Ann Arbor zealous last Friday, and Ferris scored
which clinched the CCHA twice with Cavellini in the penalty
championship for the Falcons last box. But Saturday he showed the form
season ...
which already has had fans chanting
.. .IN THE LATEST WMPL media his name.

y

PAY ONLY $1.50
OLD KROGER
N. MAIN STREET
Oct. 22-23, Oct. 29-30.
7:0O-MIDNIGHT
CHILDREN UNDER 6 MUST BE ACCOMPANIED BY AN ADULT

MARGARITAS MARGARITAS MARGARITAS MARGARITAS MAR-

Dorsey's Drug
Store

1

HAPPY HOURS

|
3

4 - 7 & 10 -12 2 for 1
cocktails and draff beer

i

MARGARITAS

|

8 - 10 p.m. 2 for 1
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"By the Tracks"

Irish

Mon - TViurs
FREE chips & the finest hot sauce

from page 13

I €1 Dorado

tfih "NBW"
Dixie Electric Co. 3

& 354-3531

1095 N. Main

I

1

MARGARITAS MARGARITAS MARGARITAS MARGARITAS MAR
_

C°

*/&*
Dimr I I r. It i. Co.

^e

A» E«t«UM*M UliWy
Hlug vtxifwlt in 41 th* Di«*

bfkn WWtl

Doors Open
8:30

874-2253

Admit One

NORTON,
County Auditor

CELEBRATE TRICK-OR-TR
WITH THE

u

Everyone
Admitted
FREE
But Bring You
College I.D.
For Surprises

at

HOWARDS CLUB H
210 N. Main
No Cover Char

Torre, puffing on a cigar
and wearing a cowboy hat.
"BUT T THOUGHT
about it after the season
and knew I had a heck of a
shot at it." He said Robinson and Herzog also "did a
great job."
"This has to compare
with winning the 1971 Most
Valuable Player Award,
but I like this one a little
better because we finished
first. When I won the MVP,
we finished second."
Braves owner Ted
Turner called the award
"Just great."
"It's lust terrific. I
couldn't be more happy,"
he said. "He beat out
Whitey Herzog. That's
Sreat. I'm just tickled to
eath."
The Braves finished the
1982 season with a record
of 89-73, overcoming a midsummer slump in which
they lost 19 of 21 games to
win the National League
West by one game over the
Los Angeles Dodgers on
the final day of the season.
The Braves had not won
the division since 1969,
when they finished 93-69
but lost the National
League playoffs to the
eventual World Series
champion, the Mets.
THIS SEASON, the
Braves again were playoff
victims of the eventual Series champions, the St.
Louis Cardinals, losing in
three straight.
In four of the previous
six seasons, the Braves
had finished last in the NL
West.

BG point
guard David Greer's ability to get the ball to his
man.
"On the offensive flow,
111 be facing the basket
more. If it's necessary, I
can go inside and play
Ewer forward if I nave
," be said. "Hell, we've
got the easy job - if we get
open, Greer's going to get
the ball to us. He's the best
point guard in the MAC."
As each day's practice
passes by, memories of
past knee problems slowly
fade from the minds of
Irish and his coaches.
'*I am more confident
now that he will play this
entire season than I was at.
any point prior to last season, Weinert says.
Not only is Irish a talented player when healthy,
but he also helps lend an
aura of big family happiness to BG practice sessions with his good-natured
clowning.
"I like to try to keep
everybody a little loose,"
Irish says with a gaptoothed grin. "I try to get a
laugh now and then. It
makes practice go a little
auicker and we have a
ttle fun."

Elect Marlene K.

NORTON CM
County Auditor
"A Professional for a Professional Job"

«A.rf.NOW|<iri
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BG's Irish learns painful lesson
by Joe Menzer
sports editor

BG News photo/Jerry Cattaneo
Bowling Green's Colin Irish, shown here In yesterday's practice
session in Anderson Arena, is attempting to come back from
serious knee surgery this season.

An observer of Bowling Green's
basketball practice sessions has to
look more closely these days to distinguish Colin Irish from his BG teammates.
A year ago, that would not have
been the case.
Irish, a 6-foot-6 junior who was redshirted last season, was easy to locate
on the court then. Still in the early
stages of recovering from the first of
what would be two knee operations,
Irish was slow-moving, gimpy and most noticeably of all- nad an ugly
knee brace on his left leg.
Irish shuns that knee brace now, as
he continues to work himself back into
the shape that made him one of the
Mid-American Conference's most exciting players during his freshman
and sophomore seasons.
"IT FEELS good right now. Oh,
there are days when it aches - but
once I get out there and get loosened
up, it's usually all right, Irish said
after practice in Anderson Arena,
yesterday. "I really did work hard
this summer."
The personable Irish would have
been hard-pressed to honestly make
that same statement at this time last
year. The Cleveland native was attempting to come back after his first
knee operation, and he now admits
that perhaps he didn't take the rehabilitation process seriously enough.
"I learned my lesson after that last
operation. I worked on getting (the
knee) back in shape, but I didn't
dedicate myself to it," Irish said. "I

learned through that experience."
A quick glance at the Irish's left
knee tells the story of more than a
year of pain and frustration. A fourmch scar covers the side of the knee,
which is grossly over-sized and swollen.
"THE DOCTORS said the swelling
probably wouldn't go down until December or January - and I think they
meant without really playing on it,
he says.
Irish first hurt his knee early in his
sophomore year. He missed six
Ces that season and played at less
100 percent the rest of the time.
After the season, Irish underwent
surgery to repair torn cartilage.
It didn't take long the next fall for
BG's coaches to notice that they
weren't watching the same Colin Irish
in practice.
Irish moved slugglishly and obviously favored his left knee. He sat
out through most pre-season conditioning drills, and practiced only
sparingly even after regular practices got underway.
Still, after sitting out of an exhibition against Guelph (Ont.) University, Irish made a seemingly
remarkable recovery in BG's seasonopening games in Clemson's IPTAY
tournament. Irish scored eight points
in eight minutes of playing time in a
loss to Clemson, before adding 21
points in 24 minutes to lead the Falcons to a 78-72 win over eventual MAC
champion Ball State in the tourney's
consolation game.
"WITH IRISH, we are a very good
team," said an enthusiastic John Wei-

nert, BG's head coach, after the tour- until this years Super Bowl (if there
is one) before he played basketball
nament.
But the next week in practice, Ir- again.
"They said to wait 10-12 months,"
ish's knee gave way.
"I thought, 'it just needs some he said, smiling. "I knew it wouldn't
work. It'll take time, but it'll be all be 10-12 months."
Instead, Irish made the long-roadright,' " Irish says now. "But it still
back shorter by lifting weights while
kept giving out on me."
'"Even at Clemson, I knew I wasn't his leg was still in a cast. In March,
jumping like I used to. I lust had one when the cast came off, he started
of those nights where you Know every- walking on the leg and, soon after, he
thing you throw up is going in. Just began sneaking into Anderson Arena
because you score points doesn't to shoot baskets.
By summer, he felt strong enough
mean you re ready to play."
"You wouldn't believe how many to play in the Chagrin Falls summer
calls I got from the media after that basketball league - a league loaded
(Ball State) game," Weinert says. with talented players. Irish helped his
"People from all over were saying, team to the league's championship.
"That was the first real competi'you told us before the season that he
wouldn't be playing.' And I would say tion I got involved in after the (sec'the jury is still out on Colin's knee; ond) operation. At first, I really stuck
let's lust wait and see.' Everybody outside a lot more - but the more I
thought I was feeding them a line; played, the more confidence I
that Colin was reaUy all right. Well, gained," he said.
Irish, a power forward-personified
you see what happened."
WHAT HAPPENED was that - four in the past, may be sticking to the
games into the season - Irish was red- outside much more this season, as
shirted. Shortly thereafter, he found Weinert has plans to move Irish to an
himself facing a second, more serious outside wing position on the Falcons'
operation on the ligaments in his left 1-4 offense.
Irish said he isn't worried about the
knee.
Irish got out of the hospital just in switch to a new position, especially
since
he has the utmost confidence in
time to catch the Super Bowl on
see IRISH page 12
television. If the doctors would have
had it their way, it might have been
3S2-SSSI 352-3551 352-3551 352-3551 HHM 352-3551 HMM
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Yanks could be next for Martin
NEW YORK (AP) - Billy
Martin may be running out
of managerial options for
1983 and that could mean a
return, for a third time, to
Yankee Stadium.
At the moment, Martin
technically is out of work,
dismissed on the night of
the seventh game of the
World Series by the Oakland A's.
Because he still has
three years remaining on
his contract with the A's,
he can keep right on hunting and fishing and be paid
handsomely for it.
But he has been managing in the majors every

summer except one since
1969, despite five firings, so
don't bet against Martin
landing on his feet again.
Before firing him, Oakland President Roy Eisenhardt had given the
Cleveland Indians and
New York Yankees permission to talk to Martin.
Gabe Paul, president of the
Indians, reportedly made a
three-year $1 million offer
last week while George
Steinbrenner waited.
When Paul-pressed for a
Slick decision, Ed Sapir,
e New Orleans judge who
represents Martin, resisted the deadline. That's

when Cleveland turned to
Mike Ferraro, first base
coach of the Yankees. Ferraro apparently has
agreed to manage the Indians - at considerably less
than Paul was offering
Martin.
Ferraro was a successful
manager in the Yankee
farm system when Paul
was president of the club
under Steinbrenner. He became third base coach under Martin when Dick
Howser retired after the
1979 season.
Then Howser replaced
Martin as Yankee manaeerinl980andFerraro

prominently mentioned as j
a candidate for the vacant!
Baltimore manager's job I
with Earl Weaver retired. I
Martin reportedly!
wouldn't mind being condsidered for the California I
job but Angel owner Gene
Autry has said Martin is
not among four or five candidates that the Angels |
have in mind.
With the Indians out of I
the Martin derby and California not interested, that
apparently leaves the
coast clear for Steinbrenner to bring the fiery manager back for a third term I
with the Yankees.

was involved in a controversial play during the
playoffs against Kansas
City when ne sent Willie
Randolph home and the
runner was thrown out in
an important play during
the Royals' three-game
sweep. Steinbrenner
blamed Ferraro for the
play. Howser was fired after the playoffs and Ferraro was moved from third
base to first base.
His replacement as third
base coach was ex-San
Francisco Manager Joe Alto belli, who has been at
that job for two seasons.
Now Altobelli is being

Angel a Masterson-

WITH VALID ID ONLY

Stay in B.6. this wtekand and we' have the wildest,
spookiest, scariest Halloween ever!!!
Love - Your Seeret Pumpkin
COUPON

z

MONSIGNOI
7 30 a 9 45

Bring this coupon and receive Automatic 5%
off any mask. Any Purchase over $25.00 take
a roll of the DIE for additional Discount.

2
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TH S FRI

SAT.

10-5
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A COUNTY COMMISSIONED
IS IN FINANCE AND BUDGETING!

Re-Elect the Only Candidate Who
Is Qualified In Finance And
Business Management

RE-EIKT

Jjl

EDUCATION

The niul, I
M w Clinics hi

* Bowling Grten State
University

UAlllKVIrMIII
SEASON OF
THE WITCH

GREAT ENTERTAINMENT
AT A GREAT PRICE'!
IAU. SEATS ANYTIME

Sunday 1:30-5

-

COUPON!
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FINE LINE

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
10 PM-2 AM

* Ciwarty
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* Grocery Start

A FULL TIME PROFESSIONAL

WE NOW
PERFORM
^'MIRACLES
Ill South Main St.. Bowling Gr..n. Ohio 43402
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BOJANCLES

* PADDLES

Tonight is college
I.D. NIGHT

Norman Milligan
The Taxpayer's Commissioner
MILLIGAN'S experience in finance and business management
with his agriculture background has served Wood County well.
• Wood County's budget Is balanced.
• Reduced Wood County's debt to Its lowest level since 1974.
| "Increased Wood County's earnings on Invested funds from '452,422.84 In
1978 to '1.582.941.38 in 1981.
| • Saved '168,000.00 annually by cancelling the consulting contract of
California's SUA Corporation.
•Opposed doubling Wood County's two million dollar sales tax.
• Implemented a cost control program.
• Promoted purchasing from Wood County suppliers.
•Decreased the number of employees In the county commissioners' office.
•Milligan exposed and opposed nepotism in government hiring.
•Milligan has brought full-time professional management to the Wood County
Commissioners' Office.

MILLIGAN has the wisdom to know and the courage

Live Rock & Roll with

^V

OBSESSION
No cover with
College I.D
Happy Hours All nigh:.

* ftMtbf - 2i TMTI

AT 7 30 S
9 30PM

If you need copies of reports, proposals, or other
documents, and you need them in a hurry, you've come
to the right place
Because our place now has a Xerox high-speed duplicator
When you see how fast it turns out copies that look like
originals, we think you'll agree. "It's a Miracle!"
NO COVER CHARGE

EXPERIENCE
*Acc«Mtfa|tTa«

♦ Taxes

ROCK & ROLL
WITH

MILLIGAN

SI .00

AMERICA'S FAVORITE TOOTSIE!

THE HALLOWEEN SHOP
188 S. Main - Mini-Mall

I MARKS PIZZA *,J

CHRISTOPHER REEVES

FORGIVE ME FATHER
FOR I HAVE SINNED
AND I AM A PRIEST

TAKE A CHANCE ON US

i
I

The Taxpayer's Commissioner

THURSDAY STUDENTS
____

*2.00 OFF
ANY X-IARGE 2
ITEM PIZZA

to defend the public's interest.

J^

REELECT MILLIGAN
w ®tj* 3Frenct| Knot ■
-

Wood County Commissioner
7S0 Irttmy. SMfc* GTM.„OHU
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Falcon spikers qualify for tourney
by Marc Delph
sporti reporter

Hie goal of any intercollegiate sport
is to win the conference of which (hat
sport is a member. Bowling Green
coach Sandy Halnes and her volleyball squad came one step closer to
that goal last night at Kent State. One
very Dig step.
With last night's win over Kent
State, the Falcon spikers qualified for
the Mid-American Conference
championship with a 5-2 league record and two weeks remaining on
their schedule.
If BG would have fallen to the
Flashes last night they would have
had to wait until Nov. 9 to play a
strong Miami club - their only MAC
opponent remaining this season and
one that defeated BG earlier - to try
and gain a birth in the championship,
held in Athens on Nov. 12-13.

AFTER LAST NIGHT'S first game, eted MAC championship birth as they
it looked as if the Falcons would have dominated play from the start enhad to wait for the Miami dual to route to a 15-2 final game victory.
discover their post-season destiny home for the long winter or to Athens.
"They (BG) did a super job,"
Kent Jumped out to a big opening Haines said. "We controlled the
game lead, only to find themselves match from the second game on. It
Bed near the conclusion of the game was a case of receiving the serve and
with the resurgent Falcons. Unfortu- controlling the tempo of the game."
nately for BG, the late comback was
in vain, as the Flashes held on to win
AS IS THE CASE in most every BG
game so far this season, the Falcons
the contest, 15-17.

"Renee Manwaring was just awesome again."
— Sandy Halnes
From there on, however, it was BG
all the way as the Falcons opened up
leads in games two and three, and
combattea Kent rallies to win 15-10
and 15-9, respectively.
The fourth game displayed the
young Falcon's hunger for the cov-

Falcon kickers lose
their fifth straight

authority on the net."
The Flashes were knocked out of
the MAC championship this season
thanks to BG's performance last
night.
The Falcons went into the Kent
State dual coming off a Monday night
victory over Ohio University in Anderson Arena. This weekend, they
travel to the tvWMiay Cleveland State
Invitational, beginning Friday. BG
spiker fans can witness the MAC
contenders at home this Monday and
Wednesday against Michigan and
Wright State, respectively, in Anderson Arena.

had a hero last night. That hero has
been the same person in nearly every
game this year - junior Renee Manwaring.
After the final game against Miami,
"Renee Manwaring was awesome it's "off to Athens to the MAC," an
again," Haines said. "She is a great overjoyed Haines said. A long season
leader and hit the ball with great coming to a grand finale.

A fading Bowling Green soccer
club has turned what looked to be a
dream of a season into a nightmare
by losing their fifth straight game
last night at Cleveland State, 5-1.
Though the game was played
under the lights, it was lights out
for the Falcons from the start. The
talented Vikings (7-3-3 for the season) began the scoring 6:42 into the
game oft the foot of CSU freshman
Dave Paz. BG answered back with
their only goal of the night, scored
by Mark Jackson. 8:22 into the first
half. BG's Archie Edgar offered
the assist.
The third and final goal of the
first half was an unassisted one by
CSU junior Ali Kazemaini, making
the score stand at 2-1 at the half.

Kazemaini was a second team AllAmerica last season and was also
first team Mid-East and All-Ohio.
It took the Vikings 14:06 into the
second period to score their third
goal of the night, off the toe of John
Majerle. CSU's Mike Patterson
assisted on that play.
Kazemaini booted home the Vikings' fourth point 31:33 into the
second half with the help of teammate Ellery Joyeau. The final goal
was made by Patterson with the
assist going to Kazemaini with 1:23
after the previous score.
BG's goalies accounted for 11
saves in the game with nine going
to starter Joe Koury and two going
to Kim Bucher. CSU made 19 shots
on the goal to BG's six.

BASKETBALL SEASONS TICKETS ON SALE NOW!
CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS
Ocl 28. 1982
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS ASSOCIATION MEETING 4 30 TOURSDAY IN 310 UNIVHALL
MUMS FOR MOMII!
NSSLHA wvi take orders tor Parents
Weekend' mums Thurs . Ocl 28 and
Fn . Oct 29 from 10-2 m South Hal
Yeaow mum. Drown and orange ribbon. BGSU m gold Delivery Fri . Nov
5 S2 0Q

■

MM

COMING"
LOST AND FOUND
Found Necklace-Scott HamHton (1 st
street! 10-21 82. eel 352 8993
Lost Ladies Gold Watch Sal in or
near Rec Center Despe.ato Could
cause divorce Reward 352-6250

or 372-2363
RIDE NEEDED TO > FROM CLVLND-LORAM AMHRST AREA OCT 2830 PLEASE CALL 352-5094

SERVICES OFFERED
ABORTIONS
1 -24 week termaiehons
app'ta made 7 days
CALL TOLL FREE
1-800-362-1205

APPLICATIONS NOW BEING ACCEPTED FOR STUDY ABROAD m
1983-84 through the INTERNATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE
PROGRAM IISEP) Coat of exchange
baaed on regular BGSU instructional
room, and board leea. ISEP sties in
more than 20 countries on 8 continents, Including Australia. Bangle
dean. Finland. Ivory Coaat Malta.
Togo. Tunisia and many others Contact the Center for Educational Options. 231 Admin Bkjg (372-0202)
lor more nlormetion
^__
Ana you searching for a legal way to
reduce your total monthly electric
bin? Newly patented device will
reduce your electric bill by at least
ttS.OO per month. In moat cases
monthly savings will amount to
40% to U« of previous monthly
electric bills. Thla we guarantee.
Details 12.00. Aetna Ltd. 7447 LunRas Lane. Perryaburg. Ohio 43581.
Any you tared of the high coat of
home burglar protection. New device will end the high coat and give
you peace of mind Details JS.00
Aetna Ltd 7447 LunHaa Una Perrysburg. Ohio 43551.

A warm thank you to the brothers of
TKE tor remembering our National
Founders Day with songs and flowers Love the sisters of Delta Zeta
AXO ACTIVES—YOU HAVE SAID
TOtS PLEDGE CLASS IS FULL OF
SPUNK. BUT YOU HAVENT SEEN
ANYTHING YET' AFTER TONIGHT.
MAY YOU WANT TO PLEDGE US?
LOVE. FALL PLEDGES

Typing.Accurate. Fast and Professorial at reaeonabte rates Cal 423-

2699
Early abortion. Pregnancy Teats.
Bvm Control Cal Toledo Medical
Services. (4191885-5700
TUCKER TYPING
Coeegiate. business, personal
Nancy 352-0809
5th Year - Ful tme service

Abby Ella' Towns.
When you're down A troubled and
you need some love and care. |ust
yell Qllda' and I will be therel
You've got a frtendll Lane Yaf
tear/a.
ALL DAY - ALL NIGHT
TAC08
SO1 AT SIM—ME—QUICK
EVERY THURSDAY'!
NO delivery on this special.
Alpha Gams. NOW you're oft probe
boo so get ready for some OXcdahon
Get psyched for a great warm-up on
Thursday The brothers of Thata Cry

Generate a field of protection
around your window! and doors.
Detail! $3.00. Aatne ltd. 7447 Luntlas Lane Perrysburg. Ohio 43651.
GREG.
HAPPY 21 ST BIRTHDAY
Have a good oneH
I hope to see the real of
the guys from BROMFIELD al O.U.
LOVE. JENNIFER
"BOUCHI - LOU"
l taeoween Shop
See today's ad tor discount on
masks' Only Two days left'

Convert Your Automobile Power
Supply For In Home CB Radio Uae.
Details $5.00. Aetna Ltd. 7447Lunllae Lane. Perryaburg, OMo 43651

Halloween skate
Sunday. October 31. 3:30 p.m. to
5:30 p.m. end 8-10 pm Wear s
mask or costume and ekate for SO*.

Convert Your Automobile 1011001
Power To Energy For Small Appliances. Details $5.00. Aetna Ltd.
7447 LunHaa Lane. Perryaburg,

HAPPY BIRTHDAY EILEEN"'
CALL ANO WISH HER A HAPPY
ONE-3723828
-

•••HAPPY HOUR "
NOON TIL NINE MTWTRFS
•••HOUOAYINW"

Ohio 43851.

TACOS TACOS TACOS
SO* EVERY TOURS., 5-9 PM AT SUB
ME QUICK. 14J E. WOOSTER EAT
»l OR CARRY OUT ONLY!

Make Your Own Greek Style Pits
Breed Sandwich Details $1.00.
Aetna Ltd. 7447 LunHaa Lane. Perrysburg. Ohio 43651.

BETH
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
liom someone who remembers

Delta, put al your pennies m your can
for your groat houaoparent Get psyched for Sat
Love, your DZ
Coaches
Diane Sneldrick
Formerly ol Command Performance
is now with First Edition. Col her at
3641477

Beef - Happy Haloween' Good Luck
the) weekend, your B2 w*. be
cheering tor you' Love. Your Secret
Pumpkn"

EUmtnste Engine Piston Ring Replacements Forever. DMalla $2.00.
Aatne Ltd. 7447 LunHaa Lane. Porryaburg. Ohio 43001.

BETH MACY. YOUR A SUPER PERSON TO BE AROUND! I'M SO

EHmmsto Qlere From Windows.
Save Money From Feded Carpeting
And Furniture. Sara Money On
Heeling And Air Conditioning Coat.
Details $2.00. Aatne Ltd. 7447 Lu>
nlt.i Lane. Perryaburg. Ohio 43551

HAPPY YOUR MY 'UL Mr I
COULDN'T OF PICKED A BETTER
FRIEND OR SISTER! HAVE A FANTASTIC DAY SIS' LOVE YA. CINDI
SUE. P.S MY B-OAY CARD
WASN'T TOO MUSHYI

Free Tobacco Semples All tor the
eeklng. Details $1.00. Astros Ltd.
7447 LunHaa Lane. Perryaburg,
Ohio 43661.

Congratulations to the Pike lootbel
fraternity champions on beating the
PN Taua 14-12 COACH.

Customized T-Shlrts 1 Jerseys for
your group or organization
Lowest Prices-Fast Delivery.
Call Jim 353-7011

HAPPY 20 BIO ONES!
To a reel Wandal Shane wish you
wore making the rood trip. LoveT.H.. M.B. t L.R.
HEY LAMB CHOPS. THE SISTERS
OF KD WANT TO THANK YOU ON
THE BEHALF OF SISTER KRISTY
FOR THE QREAT PARTY AFTER
TOE HAUNTED HOUSE
Hey Martha Ednle This is your nobody-be my somebody. Luv Troy the
Transvesttle (Merpies friend)
HEY SK3 EPS We the* you guys
misunderstood
It was a DASH to
get a date, not gat a date and then
DASH' PS Ok) you have tun at
Marks?
tasks Your Own Greek stylo Soled
Dressing
Details $1.00
Astros Ltd.
7447 LunHaa Lane
Perrysburg, Ohio 43651
WA CANDY PUMPKINS - GRAMS
WED. AND TOURS. 10-2 PM
IN TOE OVAL OR UNIV. HALL
YOU CAN TAKE THEM WITH YOU
OR WE WILL DELIVER THEM FREE
ON CAMPUS
H'a a FoihuntMIEvery Thursday
nlta from 7:30-9:30 WEAL 910 AM
haa different people take calle on
the air and pick e date from them.
Join Hi the tunl on WFAL

Eliminate Mayor Motor Overhauls
Forever. Details $2.00. Astros Ltd.
7447 LunHaa Lane, Perryaburg.
Ohio 43551

THE DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
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1
5
9
11
13
14
16
17
19
20
22
23
24
2D
27
28
30
32
34
35
38
41
42
44
48
47

ACROSS
Ring out
Heroic poem
Impromptu
Whiten
Very active
Loud and
disorderly
Frenzied
Romberg operetta
Native metal
London landmark
Bernard or
Boniface
Sleep like
Stair post
Thus(ar
Used up
Periwinkle
Homesteaders
Market of a type
Official stamp
Intense
Uncharted region
Voyageur's craft
Rocky pinnacle
Attain
Etching liquid
Wardrobe
necessities

49
50
51
53
54
56
58

Unfailing
Took a seat
Ear stone
Legume
Starch
Minnie of song
Without much
effort
59 Runner's problem
60 Of recent vintage
61 Achieve

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

DOWN
Degrade
Anglo-Saxon
letter
Port city of Arabia
Laws: Lat.
Author of
"Middlemarch"
Mexican farm
hand
Ancient reed
instrument
Child's vehicle
Traps
Not at all
English literary
family
Wyandot Indians

13
15
18
21
23
25
27
29
31
33
35
36
37
39
40
41
43

45
47
48
51
52
55
57

Augury
Calendar abbr.
Bearing
Shore dinner fare
Greek painter of
ancient times
Manufacturing
city of N France
Part of a walk-up
First or last name
Ply the needle
Ballet star Dowell
Get out
First
Cat's-paw
Former crown
prince of France
Camouflage
Judge Timberlane
Champagne
center of NE
France
Gain information
Inscribed pillar
Mine excavation
What
7
Book of hours
Actuaries' honor:
Abbr
Ranch wagon

JOHN K. HARTMAN
for
STATE SCHOOL BOARD

Perryaburg, Ohio 43561
Free Silver Polish. AH tor the
Asking. Details $2.00. Aatroa Ltd.
7447 LunHaa Lane. Perryaburg,
Ohio 43551.

Clean yaw fevortto point brush last
and eesy without losing shape ol
brush bristlea. Detail! (2.00. Aatne
Ltd. Perryaburg. Ohio 43551.

BARRIE. YOU MAKE ME FEEL SO
LUCKY. JUST DON'T GIVE BACK
MY DUCKY LOVE YA. SCOTT

Make Your Own Greek Style Cabbage Roll! Details St.00. Aatroa
Ltd. 7447 LunHaa Lane. Perryaburg.
Ohio 43551

PERSONAL

362-6264

CRAIQ (PPL
TODAY IS THE BIG 20. AND I HOPE
IT'S AN EXTRA—SPECIAL ONE
FOR YOU" YOU'VE BEEN SO
Q0O0 TO ME, AND I LOVE YOU
VERY MUCH' HAVE A QREAT
OAYII LOVE ALWAYS,
YOUR
LITTLE GIRL

Make Your Own Greek Style Salada
Details $1.00
Astros Ltd.
7447 LunHaa Lane
Porrysburg, Ohio 43551

Free Letterheeda Samples.
All For The Asking
Details $1.00
Aatroa Ltd.
7447 LunHaa Lane

PI KAPPA PHI Gel psyched lor
Saturday Love, your coaches Beth a
Cherl.

CONGRATULATIONS JOHN
SCHMIDT FOR BEING CHOSEN TOP
TEKE THIS WEEKEND NO ONE
WAS MORE DESERVING OF THIS
HONOR THAN YOU" A FRATER

Jfl. A roundup with ropes Bed tight began an evening ol wad delight - A
thank you from one happy Fiji - Goes
oul to a beautiful D Q Jomn

Free Garden Seed. All tor the
asking. Detail! $1.00. Astros Ltd.
7447 Lunitas Lane Perrysburg,
OMO 43661.

PURCELLS BIKE SHOP
FEATURING PEUGEOT BIKES
131 W WOOSTER ST

Onto 43551.

Eliminate Roaches A Buge from
your home effectively. Details
$1.00. Aatne Ltd. 7447 LunHaa
Lane, Pscrysburg, Ohio 43551.

Free CookBook Al For The Asking
Data's Si 00
Aatroa Ltd
7447 Lunitas Lane
Perrysburg. Ohio 43561

CARL YE ANTHONY
Thanks for al the love and support
you gave ua during our reorganization We appreciate al you have done
lor us Love. The Fralers of Tau
Kappa Epsaon
^^^^^

Come help the PI KAPPS help
"them" The eeverty handicapped
need a special "P u S H "' Pi KAPPA
PHI "P U S H " WEEK 82'

ATTNBG ALPHA QAM HOUSEMOM
JUDI BIGGS FOR THE BEST MOM
ONCAMPUSi

PROFESSIONAL TYPING DISSERTATION THfcSIS ETC 352-0635

Brathaua
Friday Afternoon Happy Hours 3-9
Haloween Happy Hours (Saturday)
AINkjht Long

Aeeetnble Your Own Electronic
Fishing Lures. Catch Fish. Not Wild
Claims Details S4.00 Astros Ltd.
7447 LunHaa Lane. Perryaburg,

ATTENTION GIRLS OF B.G. - DON T
MISS THE SK5 EP HAUNTED
HOUSE FRIDAY. OCTOBER 29
(ANYTIME AFTER 9 00 P.M.)

Expert Typing
Reasonable Rates
Cal 352-7306 aim 6pm
MR. D.J. ENTERTAINMENT
Parties. Waddings. Dances
1-537-8723

Boo. Boo. Boo. Buy a Hasowean
sucker from a Phi Mu. Mu. Mu Only
35V al proceeds w* be donated to
PROJECT HOPE

Clean Vour Gold And Silver Jewelry
Like The Jewolere Do For Just
Pennies. Details St.00. Aetna Ltd.
7447 LunHaa Lane. Perryaburg.
OWo 48551.

ATO'a. In )uet two day* we'l have
mage fun, after the tournament y'al
wet be number one" Let's get psyched1 Love your OZ coaches Dana
and Laura

Aetrology charts drawn and alterpretod Can 354-1357

BowSng Green'

Aeeernbto Your Own Metal Detector
Faat And Easy Details (5.00. Astros Ltd. 7447 Lunitas Larva. Perry sburg, 0hk>41oBl

A ssemble Vour Own High Precision
Tachometer For Half The Coat
Details 15.00. Aetna Ltd. 7447 Luntua Lane, rSin-yatwro, OWo 48551.

ABORTION
TOLL FREE
t A.M.
10:00 P.M.
1 -aoO-43W039

Bofangles • the only fcve Rock at

JAYCEE HAUNTED HOUSE
OLD KROGER STORE

OCTOBER 29 1 30
7:00 PM - MIDNIGHT

PI KAPPA PHI and UAO present Andy Warhol's 'FRANKENSTEIN."
Haloween ntght-showings at 9 and
11 PM m 210 MSC Come see the
"Goriest" and "Sexiest' Frankenstein
of them el Be there1

TEKES
WE THINK YOU'RE THE BEST.
LETS SHOW THE REST. YOU CAN
WIN THE DZ VOLLEYBALL TOURNEY GO GET EM' LOVE YOUR
COACHES. NANCY. USA. JEAN

JUDYB
CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR
AZO ACTIVATION WE LOVE YA'
YOUR ROOMIES

Plan now lor your Mure college
financing For Information wnte COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIP
SEARCH
DEPT BG. 7674 COOLEY RO RAVENNA. OHIO 44268.

KAPPA SfOS-GET PSYCHED FOR
THE OZ VOLLEYBALL TOURNA
MENTi LOVE. YOUR COACHES
USASUNDA

•"rfOUDAYINN""
LIVE BAND-DANCE
HAPPY HOUR
ALL NIGHT THURSDAY

TOE AZD SPRING PUDGE CLASS
CONGRATULATIONS ANO BEST OF
LUCK ON YOUR ACTIVATION. WE
HOPE TO BE RIGHT BEHIND YOU'
ALPHA XI LOVE, THE "82 FALL
PLEDGE CLASS

Kaythy Joyce. You don't know who
your big la yotll But the time la
growing near. Gat psyched for e
greet yeer. Love, your Big.

MONDAY MADNESS
MONDAY MADNESS
DOMINO'S PIZZA
$82-1530

KD'a and Dates, keep your eyes on
the road or you vrd rruss the due and
we'l miss you at the KD Road Rally
Raver Gel Psyched lor a W9d Tano'

Prevent Sweet And Frost Front inside Of Windows Of Automobiles.
Truck!. Vena, Homes. And Garages Detain si.oo. Aetna Ltd.
7447 LunHaa Lane. Perryaburg,

Make Your Own Greek Style Sandwich Seuce.
Details $1.00.
Astros Ltd.
7447 LunHaa Lane
Perrysburg. Ohk> 43651

Ohio 43661.
PURCELL S BIKE SHOP
X-COUNTRY SKI SALES AND
RENTAL 131 W WOOSTER ST
352 8264

UL' JUDY BLOUGH. WERE SO
HAPPY TO HAVE YOU AS A MEMBER OF OUR FAMILY YOU'RE THE
GREATEST LOVE. YOUR BIG AND
GRAND BIG

Receive Free Sampiee, Aide, and
Booklets AH for the Asking. Details
$1.00. Aatroa LTD. 7447 LunHaa
Lane, Psrrysburg, Ohio 43551.

UL' MARIAN MARCHIANO. I AM SO
GLAD YOU'RE MY LITTLE- EVEN
THOUGH YOU OONT KNOW WHO I
AM YET BUT TOroGHT YOU U.
SEE' LOVE YOUR BIO1"

Receive 113 different magazines
from National Publishers that offer
no cost subscriptions on a continuing basis. Detail! $6.00. Aatne Lid.
7447 LunHaa Lane, Perryaburg,

USA MARIE DAVIS. YOUR THE
GREATEST FRIEND AND ROOMIE I
YOU MAKE MY DAYS SPECIAL
I'M REALLY GLAD WERE FRIENDS'
LOVE YA HON. CINDY SUE.

Rechnme All Metal Items At Home
without The Use Of Electricity Or
Tanks. Details $2.00. Aalna Ltd.
7447 LunHaa Lane. Perrysburg.

LYNN. LINDA, ANN. RUSTY, DAVE,
BOB, ANO CRAIQ—YOU WILD AND
CRAZY PEOPLE! THANKS FOR
MAKING MY TRIP TO BOSTON
QREAT AND MY 21 at B—DAY SPECIAL" DON'T FORGET OUR REUNION SOON! I'M REALLY GLAD WE
ALL QOT TOGETHER
LOVE
YOU ALL. CINDI SUE. P.S. GET
PSYCHED TO USE OUR FREEAIRFARE FOR OUR NEXT TRIP
MAYBE NEW YORK FOR A NIGHT
OF DAJvCBSta.
Make your own diode controlled
auxiliary battery for your car, boat,
von. Device la also useful to campers and outdoorsman.
Details
$5.00. Aetna Ltd. 7447 Lunitas
Lone, Perryaburg. Ohio 43551.
MARK SHADONIX
YOU'RE THE ONEH
HAPPY ANNIVERSARY and
THANKS FOR PLEDGING
L.K.L.

MICHELLE DEAS-HAPPY
20th
BIRTHDAY. MAY IT BE THE BEST
EVER EVEN THOUGH YOU'RE NOT
TOE BIG 21'. THAT DOESN'T STOP
YOU FROM HAVING FUNI HEY
SK3MA MI'S, CALL ANO WISH
YOUR LITTLE SIS A HAPPY BIRTHDAY
Make Your Own Greek Style Stuff
Green Peppers. Detail! $1.00.
Aatroa Ltd.
7447 LonHss Lane
Perryaburg. Ohio 43551
MONDAY MADNESS

I tar.
Buy any 1S" pizza A got sn
Identical email pliu FREE
Domino'l Plus

162-163$

MOVIE - MOVE - MOVIE
UAO and PI KAPPA PHI present.
Andy Warhol's. Frenkenstevr Halloween Night H's a 'Trvfeer'-and a
Cheer and your $1 50 donation
can make marry lYee seem a lot
brighter Come help ua help the
eeverty hendicapped
PI KAPPS PHI P U S H PROJECT
Make Your Own Greek Style Stuff
Baby Eggplant Details S1.00
Astros Ltd
7447 Lurvtae Lane
Perrysburg. Ohio 43551
Pern Zuppsa and KJm Chiron
You're the bestoot pledge pale1 Keep
up the anrhiolaem and you wfl soon
understand that special feeing of
bemg a XI1 XI Love end Mine. Vickie
Keeay Fraoss Just thought I'd say HI
and Have a race day' I Love You. Bag
You're the Greatest' LI Vletu

Pereonetred Musical Hiiaigai
by SINGING GREETINGS
You give us the tscts-wo write
and sing the song
362-5441

Phi BOSS Lambda Initiation of new
members Huieasair lei kl 110s110$ Offenheur West. Dress Is

BtjstitooB mm.
Phi Oolte-StXklng the voeeybel 10 a
victory at the OZ lournarnsnt means a
celebration at your beer bawl Saturday rsght Love. OZ Coaches Lost A
LUds
__

Ohio 43551.

Ohio 43551.
Remove Mineral buildup in your
auto 1 truck radlallora Details
$1.00. Aetna Ltd. 7447 Lunitas
Una Psrrysburg, Ohio 43561.
Remove Tarnish form Silverware
Sterling, Copper, and Brass In 2 to 3
minutes Details $1.00. Aatne Ltd.
7447 LunHaa Lane. Perryaburg,
Ohio 43661.
Repute Your Stfverwsre And Silverplate With Real Silver. Does Not
Matter If Hem Been Plated Before Or
Not. Datalli $2.00. Aatroa Ltd. 7447
LunHaa Lena. Perrysburg, Ohio
43661
Restore Fine Furniture To Ha Original Appearance Details $1.00. Aatroa Ltd. 7447 lunltai Lane.
Perryaburg. Ohio 43551.
Restore Your Automobile A Truck
Battery To Ha Original Condition
Details $1.00. Astna Ltd. 7447 LunHas Lane. Perryaburg, Ohio 43561 ■
Restore Your TV Picture Tube To Ha
Original Brightness. End Cosily TV
Picture Tube Replacements Forever. Details $4.05. Astna Ltd. 7447
LunHaa Lane Perryaburg. Ohio

43651.
Rich, Tom. Tad A Jsck: You're eH
auper guys! Love ya always!
Spunky A Angst,
Make Your Own Greek Style Spevjch
Pie
Deleft $1 00
Astros Ltd
7447 Lumtss Lane
Perrysburg. Ohio 43551
RUSSELL'S SWEATS
HO 50
Rec Center-Pro Shop
Slg Ep • The A 0 PTs are reedy for a
wad warm up tonight Halloween la
the theme, so be ready We're coming In costumes you'd never even
dream
StOMA CHI'S
NUNZ Sorry you crashed belore
sunrias. I guess you can only stay UP
on the 50-yard ana-Thsts what she
•AM
BINNEY The gar was great, the spa
wss late, sorry we kept you up so
Wei
CRAIQ Hasoweon Is here, the kids
say Boo-Now how come you have to
hand them out chow?
TONY The Atomic Sit-upa wore
greet, rt waa your leaving us at Dno'a
that we hate
Lots do It again some ttmo QOILove
SouaUvnan. Rusty. C'atg, Dave. Bob.
Ann. Clndl A Linda Thanks lor sharing al ttst good times in Boston it
wss my absolute ULTIMATE FAVORITE weekend We'l get together soon
for a champagne A picture parly'
Love, Lynn
Boor Bleat Tonight
Dance to Rock. Disco, end Funk
Mem ST. 352-3701
Save Money On Your Next Windshield Cleaner Solution
Daises
tl 00. Aatroa Ltd 7447 Lurvtas
Lane Perrysburg. Ohio 43551.
INFORMATION MEETING AT 7:00
TONIGHT. TAFT ROOM. UNTVERSTTY UNION, tor study abroad
through the International Student Exchange Program (ISEP). Exchange
ailee In more than 20 oountrioa on 6
continents. Including Austral. Bel
glum. Canada. England. Hong Kong,
Nigeria. Scotland. Senegal, and many
others Cost of ISEP exchange based
on regular BGSU Instructional, room.
and board less

THE SISTERS OF ALPHA GAMMA
DELTA would like to monk the CHI
OMEGAS lor the beoutHul roses'
THETACHIS Its gating cold and the
ALPHA GAMS are reedy to "warmup" with you tomghl
THE WASH HOUSE A GAME ROOM
246-250 N. Main. Relax with our
video games A pool while you do
your laundry
^__
THE
ig82 StG EP PLEDGES
WOULD UKE TO THANK TERRY
AND ALL THE OTHER BROTHERS
FOR A FANTASTIC WEEKEND
THANKS AGAIN TERRY
Trsb Koranda, Tonight Is the mght you
wsl know who loves you so much
and wouldn't let you know' Love Your

9B^
To A group of friends that made my
birthday e happy occasion. Just
wanted lo say thana for dinner,
dancing and champagne All that
made my birthday very special, lust
aa you guys are lo me. Loss ya all,
Sobra.
TO MY BUCKAROO UTTLES RICH
AND BILLY B WE'LL GET YOUR
BIDS TO YOU SOMEDAY' IN THE
MEANTIME KEEP UP THE GOOO
PLEDGE WORK UKE YOU 010 LAST
THURSOAY MGHT I DON'T KNOW
HOW YOU DO IT—SIGMA CHI AND
BUCKAROO AT THE SAME TIME'
AT LEAST YOU'RE FOUNDERS IN
THE
INFAMOUS "BIRD-DOG
CLUB" LOVE. BIG CHRIS PS
WORK ON THAT SWEETHEART
SONG, WILL YA?
To my 'U Angel Your Big ra watching
you' Get psyched lor tonight Gamma
Phi Love. 77?
TONIGHT AT COLLEGE STATION
DOUBLE VISION NIGHT
8 pm -10 pm
LOCATED IN STADIUM VIEW
PLAZA
Tonight is Coeege 10 night at
Bcjsnglosl
TONIGHT! WFAL and Dixie's Rock
Nits! Busses leeve Union Oval 9-910. SO- round trip We'll treat you
right ell night long I
T-shirt silk screening. If your not
getting your shirts from JEANS N'
THINGS -your probably paying loo
much!! Joans N' Things, 531 Rldga
St
Make Your Own Greek Style Baklava
Details S1 00
Astros Ltd
7447 Lunitas Lsne
Porrysburg Ohio 43551
Make Your Own Ginger Boor At
Home
Details $1.00
Astros Ltd.
7447 LunHaa Lane
Perryaburg. Ohio 43651
Happy Howe 7:30-11:00 P.M.
Draft A Well Drinks
Main SI. 352-3703
Want a Date? Need a Mate? H'a
never too late! Listen to WFAL 680
a.m.'s 'Fox Hunt' every Thursday
NHs, Csll In to the Person sitting in
that nHs picking datea from callers
Lot your personality shine on WFAL
7:300:30 p.m.
WARM FUZZY-GRAMS ARE COMING
WFAL ANO DIXIE ROCK NITE
TrtWMOAY, OCT. 21. BUSES
LEAVE UNION OVAL 6-0-10. SOROUND TRIP. FREE ADMISSION
ANO DRINK SPECIALS ALL NIGHT
LONOI BE THBstl
4th FLOOR CONKUN
YOU GUYS ARE GREAT' THANKS
FOR ALL YOU'VE DONE' THE
TRICKS ANO THE TREATS WERE
REALLY FUN SO GET PSYCHED,
AND RESTED UP TOO. CAUSE.
WERE ALL READY FOR A GOOD
TBAE WITH YOU' LOVE. YOUR MAC
WEST SECRET PUMPKINS'

WANTED

F Roommate needed lor 2nd semester. Close to Campus $11 '.mo
382-8004 after 4:00
Mats rmts nssdsd to share large
house at 130 Troup St SI 10/mo A
uts Aval Nov 1 Getting married and
must move 352-7351
600 sg foot shop space, cement
tloor, host, water 35:1229
2 Fr"nai" RoommatOb noeded Spring
Semester Close to Campus. 2nd end
High Csl Enca al 352-4062
1 F RMTE NEEDED 2ND SEM 835
4TO ST . BTWN HIGH A S. COLLEGE
SSSOrSEM . FURNISHED
CALL 3520759
2 students needed tor 5 bdrm has.
Spr Sem, 319 Pike 1-267-3341

HELP WANTED
OVERSEAS JOBS - Summer/year
round. Europe. S Amor., AiialrasS.
Asia
All Fields
$500 $1200
monthly
Sightseeing
Free info
Wnte UC Box 52 OH3 Corona Del
Mar. CA 92626
Sob drmk sales person and dekvery
drivsre wanted lor Sanduaky - FlndMy
•Fremont areas Apply in person botween 8 am & 3 pm 3000 Summit.
Toledo 726 1526

FOR SALE
'74 VW Super BEETLE. Cellfomla
car, Sterofcassette system, good
heat, and tires. cs> 247-46*$.
35mm Camera -Pentax K-lOOO ml
new Pentax 135mm telelolo (beat
oler over SI SO) SekorMc zoom kghtmeter spotmeter $75 Other access negotiable 352-4970 after
9pm
Hart Omega Stus Tyrone 260 bindings. Nordica size 10 1/2 M boots,

poles, and goggles $250 Cal 3524942

FOR RENT
Apt lo sublet spring sem One bedroom ai Campus Manor Great Location lor Winter $300'mo plus ull.
Cable TV. Call Ann 352 0083
Leasing lor 2nd Semester:
1 or 2 bdrm apis . turn, or unfum
$190 or $220iitio Pendleton Management 352-2276 tl 6pm 352.
0232 or 352-6992 eves
Towns House Apartments
2 bedroom-tum-unfurn
long 6 short leases
$225 00 and up
Rentals. B-7. 353-5891
You owe rt to yourself to chock out
Mid Am Manor I Charles Tower Apts
cal 352-4380 Sun-Thurs 10 30
2:30. 352-7361 Mon-Fn
5 008 00 pm.
Beautiful 4 bdrm. house on Maumee
River in Watervde-15 mm Irom compus Aval Jan-Jury or Aug., 1983
Serm-lurn Automclud $180/mo per
student, util mckjd lup to 3 studerns) Cal 878-4333 or 372 2026
Nice 2 bdrm apt
Cal 352-0586 or 372 2680
1 A 2 Bedroom Apts Available 3523841 11:00-3.00 pm or 354-1120
aHsr 3 00 pm
2 bedroom turn apt Heal, water.
Cable TV paid . parking lot, laundry
fecitee. $285/mo
One opening
now, also several Spring Semester
openaigs Cal 362-7182
Forest
Apartments
Reaeonabke
rstss John Nawtove Reel Estate.
364-2260 or 362-6853
STUDENTS S FACULTY
We sta have some nice erpartmenta
available Give us a cal lor al your
houalng needs NEWLOVE MAIN
AGEMENT 336 S Msai 362-5620
1 BDRM APT NEAR CAMPUS
NICE AREA. AVAIL IMMED CALL
DAVID, 352-3110.
Tired of roommatee? EraOy peace A
quiet In our futy turnlshsd studio apt.
sign up now for 2nd aemoatar of take
advantage ol our Fall apocaHa' Charing Cross Apts 1017 S Main St..
352-0590

Affluent euburban Cleveland couple, lovely home, wash to adopt nowbom Caucasian baby. Al expenaee
paid. OWCtaal confidence
(216)
382-2703 evenings A weekends
BLACK SWAMP MAGAZINE Is
looking for writers of aiveetigetive
pieces on Muss relevant to NW
Ohio: Humoroua howto'a. ureque
psrsonol experiences of others, alter
views with tecvarmg N W OMo charactera and indepth eporta and cultural
articles specrticejry tailored lor a meg
azlne audience Oesdana for atones
for the December leeue are to be
turned Into the Black Swemp msabox
ai the School of Journaasm. 103
Untvsralty Hal by November 3

Stubby and Klm-Corvjretulatlona on
your Beta AXO pavangl Do I stl lavs
a cfalnoa 10 win my bet?

Deoparstsfy need femeto loonsriats,
Clean apartment. Rent negotiable 10
mai from campue S113 50 monthly
Oil Kim 364-1957

SWOPE—GET PSYCHEO FOR A
GREAT MOHTII I'M PROUD TO BE
YOUR UTTLEI CATHY

F Roommete Wanted
Spring Sam. MOO/Ssxneeser I UtaV
ess. Cal 352-3028.

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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